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PREFACE

A 1

In recent years the Office of Education's Bureau of Postsecondary EduCation
has had the responsibility for.carrying out the annual inspection of Howard
University as required by Congress .since .1928 under-Publi67Law 70-134. The

inspection method ado-pted has bepn to conduct an in-depth survey of one
particular aspect of Howard Univetaity's educational program each year
rather than attempt,to inspeet the entire University annually. Teams',

comprised mostly of Office of Education professionals, spend several days
at the University meeting with members of Howard's administrative statf,
its faculti,and student body'to obtain a rounded view of the area being
inspected.. In addition, relevant facilities, laboiatories, equipment,
dOcumthlts, reports and libr:acies are examined th'ehis process. As a
result-of this procedure, a report emerges which, in large measure,
,reflecta the views of all those jhvolved.

,)

The Office of Education has carried out t1 following inspections of Howard
University during the last three years: Cpmnity Service and Continuing
Education (1972); Student Financial Aid Pr4ram (1973); The International
,Education Programt(1974).

This year's report is concerned with the Coliege of Medicine. In order to
carry out Chis inspectitn, the'Office of Education enlisted the assistance
of the Division of Medicine of the'Bureau of Health Manpower of the Public
Health Service. Under the direciibn and supervision of DT% William Bennett
of.the Division of Medicine, a team of medical consultants (see Appendix D
for membership) was .assembled to inspect the programmatic aspects of the
College of Medicine's educational offerings.

Thit inspection report is orglinized, therefore, into two parts. The

first part of the inspection, concerned mainly, with non-programmatic
areas, was authored by professionals of the Office,of Education; the
second part, focused oh the acipemic program, was authored by the team
of medical consultants.

#

While there are some a'reas of overlap between the work af the two teams,

- their conclusions are not contradictory. Of chief-concern, was to maintain

. the integrity of the medical consultants'. report.

The inspection team is appreciative of the fine cooperation given by the
administration, faculty, and students of Hward University. In particular,

we wish to thank President James E. Cheek and Vice President for Health
Affairs Carlton P. Alexis fikr their encouragement to this particular
inspection. Further, we wish.to acknowledge t'he specific and direct

`-assistance provided by Dr. Marion Mann, Dean of the Collfige of Medicine

4
A special note 'of acknowledgement is due to Mr. Sterling.M. Lloyd, Jr.,
AssisCant to Dean Mannf who was esOecially cdoperative and helpful.

9



We must note the excellent cdopetation and.direction given by
Dr. William Bennett who was responsible for bringing the medical
consultants team together and who supervised the preparatioh of their
Oart of this Report.

A special word of recognition for his excellent performance fs due to
DT. Louis Venuto of the Office of Education who not only supervised
the work of the professionals of the Offici Of Education but was respon-
sible alp() for pie overall coordination of the entire report. His edi-
torial and educational expertise made a significant contribution to the ,
total insepction.

Preston Valien



HOWARD UNIVERSITY'S PHILOSOPHY OF MlIfICAL EDUCATION
4.

From its ik-glptiOn the philosophy of the Howard University College of
Medicine haaJbeen rooted in the idea of rendering professidtal service. r

to the community. Simply stated, its original objective was to prepare
students for the general practice of medicine. However, in keeping with
increasing demands for specialization, the tremendous growth ofguedicine
is a science, and the widening horizons refleceed in research.in the bio-
physical and social sciences, the objectives of the college have exPanded.
As a result, substantial and continuing efforts have been made in.re-
thinking its philosophy and objectives, in revising the curriculum of the
college, and in expanding'its physical capacities to meet the requirements
of health science careers so that the highest standards in these educa-

.

tional programs might be maintained.

Implicit in the program of the Howard University College of Meditine is
the effort to, offer preparation for analytical thinking and professional
action to an individual who will express a willingness and zeal to care
for the disadvantaged and to provide leadership in his community.

The idea of a "core" concept of medical education is basic to program
p anning. It is believed that there is an essential. core of knowledge

d skill) which seem necessary for all individuals who pursue the prac-
tice of medicikie.. Therefore, these core courses must be completed by all
students in tht college. -This does not negate the conception that, fertain
factors make it necessary to provide an oppOrtunity for .students toWpursue
their special interests through electives. Thus, ample opportunity is
provided in a student's program to'Meet his unique needs through pursuing
such'elactive courses.

In order to keep the program in line with societal developments, it is
believed that critical eelf-reappraisal of administration, faculty,
students, curriculum, and other facets of the college must be continuous
so that its role as a major educational institution can be mote adequately

fulfulled.

In viewing the.specific goals of medical education at Howard, it is
observed that ihe program is multi-faceted including.: education, research,

and service. Emphasized in this multi-faceted missiom is continuing edu-
1.0 cation and education of the community. Born *during the hey day of segre-

gation in all aspects of American life, Howard.liniversity has naturally -
_leaned heavily toward the education of-black students, 'These students
are motivated to continue their educatiop_, emphasizing, in the process,

care for socially and eceqomically deprived communities. It should be
pointed out further that floward University is the prime producer of

black physicians. These physicians practice their profession in general,

among black people. Because of the fact that the physicians taNget group
has been identified, it was natural for the implications oflhis fact to
be pursued in program planning. This implies that the physiTian should
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possess community consciousness and be a generall3ractitioner, not given
to over-specialization.

'Emphasis upon family practice ie an integral pait of tile program of the
college. It was emphasized.that there ig a great need for the generalist.
But, it is recoviized that theae generalists should continue to grow. It

is for this 'reason that continuing education is emphasied for those ,
graduates who will not pursue fgrther specialization.

Though a great deal of stress is placed upon meeting Che needs of black
physicians in this counbry, the number of foreign students who,enter the
College of Medicine is sufficient to stimulate faculty thinking about
whether or not.they have.speoffic needs that should be met apart from
those of other students. It has been concluded, however, that the know-
ledge and skills gained and. the infusion of social consciousness puts
them in good stead_to praceice in their respective homelands after com-
pleting their work at Howard.

In November 1971, the faculty of the College of Medicine completed a
searching eiemination of the objectivps of the College. While the

statement is.quite detailed, it reinforces and expands the material
already provided in this statement.'

By way of introduction.the following statement is made: "The Faculty of
the College of Medicine haa set forth as its prinary objective for the
educational program to produce a competent,'compassionate physician who'
will use the scientific approach to problem-solving, and will be motivated
to continue his medical education and'grawth. His orientation will empha-
size the caring of the socially and ecoftnically deprived." 0

The expanded statement followsi.

I. The student will be required to demonstrate competence in the
following areas:

A. The student should acquire requisite knowledge tif normal
devel pment, structure, and function of the human being,
and u lize these principles in patient problem-solving.

B. He will be able to identify physical, chemical and biological
agents as well as hereditary factors, psychological factors,

living habits, and social forces which affect the human being,
and to utilize this information in the solution of clinical

problems.

C. He will be able to identify and utilize the general techniques
and resources available both to the individual and to the,

community for the pfevenrion of disease And the maintenance of

health.
41
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D. He will: be-able to effectively Utilize the services and skills
of health care team to enhance his effectiveness to the community.

, E. He will have the basic skills to:
-

1. Obtain an adcurate and complete history of all of the
patient's problems.

2. Perform a complete physical examination effectively,
utilizing instruments commonly used by all physicians.

3. Be able to orderAnd inte6ret appropriate and essential
laborator tests.

, 4. Be able to use and assemble data,to provide a diagnostic
appraisal-and effective course of therapy, calling upon
additional specialists and community-services as needed.

II. The student will demonstrate 135 his behaVior patternk certain essential
habits, attitudes and abilities.

A. He will be able, through critical rea4ing and evaluation of
information and through the use of thescientific mefhod in
approaching medical problems, to continue his self-education.

.11.. He w4,11 be able to carry out diagnostic and therapeutic procedures
with thoroughness and accuracy.

C. He will be abAe to hanne patients with consideration and
perceptivenesd.

1. He will be able to interpret findings and ditrgnosis, to
patients in such a way as to give hope and understanding

2. He will be al21e to win and hold theconfidence of patien
'and their families.

D. He Will be especially committed to solving the problems of those
persons who are socially and economically deprived.

III. The student will be evaluated according to the standards and objectives
-. set by each Department in consonance with the overall objectives of the

College of Medicine.

A. The student will demonstrate through written examination given by
the Departments the ,knowltdge needed in preparation for passing
the National Board Examinations.

B. By fulfilling the above crtteria, the student will be able to
enter t'he,health profession(as a generalist or to pursue an area
of special.interest.

9
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Overall, this staeement sets forth the knowlqdge, skills, and understandings .
conceived by:the faculty of the College.of Medicine as necesslAry for the
successful practice.of medicine. Centfal to this mission is instilling the
competence.to Utilize the scientific method in problem-solving, and the
willingness and zeal on the part of the oraduate of fhe College to continue
growing.

1
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ADMISSION TO MEDICAL SCHOOL

HoWard University's mission and efforts to supply adequate.health care
for black communities are very broad. -Included aie thefollawing
activities: encouraging high school sttidents to consider the health
professions; mbnitoring the accomplishments and preparatian of pre-
medical underkiaduate students; and placing Howard undergraduates in
medical schools, whether or not they select Howard University's College
of Aedicine.

General Education Desired for Premedical Students

Dr. Clarence Lee, Associate Dean, College of Liberal Arts, Howard
-University, is .the chief advisor for undergraduate students with pre-

- medical education majors. Ve is assisted by Dr; Georgiana Aboko-Cole,
.100g and a furl-tide referencedecretary located in Founder's Library. Thede

persons work very closely with the College of Medicine.

Between Drs. Lee and'Aboko-Gole, each student pursuing a premed.ical
course is-interviewed priot to, or early in, the freillman l'ear and
agaln at the end of the year. Realizing that suctessful entry illto
schools of medicine requires's combinition'of good scholarship, personal
discipline, and other characteristics, every effort is made to apPise
the students of their academie status and to encourage them to keep in-
formed regarding all phases of the.medical profession. Students' grades
de audited and those with a grade point average below 2.5 are counselled
,to try another course dfbetudy.

Premedical students.are advised,rekatding the Mgdical College Admission
Test (A7CAT) anZ how to prepare for it. An MCAT review course ftEi given

twice a year, lasting 8 weeks, running from Monday through Friday after-
noons from 4:00 to 5:50 p.m. Most of the instructors for these-courses
rgceive extra pay for these additional duties. Exioerience has shown that

the scored received on,MCAT by students'taking these courses are higher
than those for students who did not take the course. . ir

,

The resource person in the University,s main library'is a full-time g

secretary who maintains a file of ca logs for'each medical college in
the Nation. 'Paid out of a special grant established for this purpose,
she 'is available on a daily baiis.te answer questioni arilito airect
students to sources of information relevantto becoming a physician or
a dentist.

It should be nated that the College of Medicine does not rely entirely.
on Howard's undergraduate school for its students. However, because
of ttTe interest in making inforMation about medical school opportunities
available to students wlih potential, a Health Science Institute which
iworks vliith area high sOlools has'been estAblished.. The Institute which
attracts'higIT school students in the D.C. metropolitan area for summei
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courses in English, mathematics, science and history, is an,attempt
to direct students into the health profeSsions.', The students are
recommended by their school.ptincipals and selected by Howard. In7

cidentally, the feeling was expressed that high school counselors are -

*not doing an idequate-job ofihelping to encourage students to enter
the health professions, and this was given as the-rationale for setting -

up the summer Institute and working with the high school prificipals.

Premedical students are advised that Howard's College of Medicihe is
similar to other medical schools in preferring students who have taken
appropriate undergraduate courses. Hence, althciugh the premedical
course'is fairly flexible within a certain range, students are en-
couraged to take 8 hours of biology, 16 in chemistry, 8 in physics,
and 8 hours of mathematics. Grades in these courses are assessed at
the end of the sophomore and junior years.

V

Students intending to enter schools of.dentistfy and medicine are
advised to become members of, the Premedical-Predental Society with
'Dr. Lee serving as its spcinsOr. Its membership currently numbers
areund-250 and generally abaft 100 attend most of the meetings held
every Fiiday from noon to 1:40 p.m. About one-half of the members
are. females., Guest speakers froth medical schools throughout the United
States:meet with the Society. HOwares College of Medicine participates
and the Dean hosts receptions twice a year to present the advantages of
attending its school. .While students are advised to investigate all
medical schools, there it some effort to stimulate consideration of
Howard's Medical school. About 75 percent of the freshmen who enter.
with the intentlon of entering 0 professional medical school mairitain.
this plan through their senior year.

A premedical advisory committee composed of liberal arts professors in
the natural and social sciences and it psychology also assist -the stu-
dents in preparing for careqrs in the health professions..

Worthy of note is the.Universitys efforts to follow-up-on graduates
who have gone to medical schools Other ttan Howard and to get other
-medical schools to a'ccept Howard Universfty graduates. Durilg the
1960's predominantly whitepmedical schools became more favorably dis-
posed toward accepting black students, but because the new procedure
was not,as selective as it should have been, there was a low retenti6n '

rate for'black students. This factor cOupled with other current factors
are now operating to lessen opportunities ior minorities to attend pre-,
dominantly white schools, according to Dr. Lee. Hence, several avenues
ire pursued to increase these opportunities --visits to majority schools-
'to agcertain the possibility of more opportunities for black students; .

revision of the MCAT to lessen culture bia8 in the test$ and to emphasize
the parts of the test more relevant,io the medical profession; and efforts

to raise ihe hopes, aspirations and qualifications of black studetts.
Currently the oveill average of Howard students on the MCAT is about
420 for all,parts of the test.

12



'Integration of medical'program and curriculum with other ',arts of,
Howard University

.

As indicated'above,_the College of. Medicine works very.closelywith
--the.SehoOl bP LIberil Arts to insure An adequate and exeMpiary-supply

.
of students'equiPped to-enter,tedical school. The more formal-inte-
gratian of the,twb'schogla exeMplified ill the B.S. - M.D. Combined

Educlitron:PrograM. lhis..progiaii'bs an abbreviated curtl.culunr.spanning

.t4e premediSal'and medical programpo'and'is deefgn4H 11bwHstudents

.

to compleJhe rdquirements for both:the t.S. and grees /n six'

Or--seven instead of the 'traditional eight yeariiY'
.

Each 'Year the College of Medicine..adm.its. a.ftmited niiMber (a0praximate1y
" Ma Liberal Arts students along with the traditionally selected stu-

0 'dents. Thej.A. student applicant must be a'junioror a soPhomote 'and
ffiust ha.ve completed 6heAnogram.for that year by the summer af'admission
into,.the. August class of the_medIcal EiChool.

Application fur the program may be mad'e eitherthrotigh the American
'Medical-College Application Serviee or the Offal of Pre-professional
Edudi'atid.,On at Howard. Admission is deterMined on the basis of overall
performance in the College of Liberal Arts, a personal interview, the
MCAT scori.,and the student's 'application. Applicants are screened by
thi College of Medicine's Committpe on Admissions.. All pre-professional
students intereseed in this program are encouraged to became members of
the Premedical-Predental Society. A 2.8 grade point average must be
maintained in the-freshman year, and,all students admitted.to the College'
of Medicine must have a 3.0 grade point average after the completion of -

sophomore year in the College of Liberal Arts.

-
During.the 1975=-76 school year, 474 students were enrolled at Haward
University College of Medicine. The distributton 15y class,..by sex is

as follows:.

Sex All Classes

Total 474
Male 328

' Female 146

Percent, distribution

1

Freshmen Sophamols Juniors Seniors .

134 '' 123 90 127

90 82 57 99

, 44.
...

41 33 28
. .

Total 100.0 .100.0 10'0.0 100.0 a 000

Male 69.2 67.24 66.7 - 63,3 78.0

Female '30.8 32.8 33''3 36.7 22.0

The student body is diverse in that there is agmixture of black, white
and Oriental Americans,-and white and nonwhite foreign students. Al-

through the mfjorify of enrollment is black American, approximately
13 percent of the entering class were from foreign countries and

. .

13
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10 percent were nohrblack. Also, 80 percent of this class had done
tReir previous studies at some school other than Howard Univaisity,
and three-fif came from a wide distribution of geographical' areas,
including 87 egês and universities in the United States.

'EVIon though thAtudent body has tradAtionally been predomi nily
black, .the College bas always'been open to men and women of 11 races,
religions, and natioiialities. Despite the fact that other edical
schools in the Nation now here a policy which no longer exc1udes atten-
dance by blacks, Howatd has graduated more white doclAirs than the sum
-of all black doctors who have graluated from predotoWifitly white medichl
colleges combined. Hence, Howard continuea to produce ajotajority of
those.physicians who are most likely to be involved in the health needs
of black communities while simultaneously contributing to the total poolA
of the NationTohysicians.

Most professional schcols in the Nation receivg far more applicants than
they have places, and'Howaid's College of Medicine is no exception: For
.the August 1975 entering class, a total of 4,657 applAcations of which
1,079 were from females, were received for the 128\available places.

A similar situation existed the year before wbes,4,283 applications were
rec tved. The percent of applicants by ethnicity and citizenship was as
fo ows: minority, 38.0 percent; foreign 3.8 percent.; Caucasian 60.8

cent;.and black Americans, 30.3 percent.

Premedical students generally apply to a minimum of 10 medical schools
so it should be noted that only 15'students who had initially accepted
places for the 1974 class declined at a latei date.

The selectiopof students from_so large.a pool of applicants is m anaged
through the services qf the American Medical College Application Service
(AMCAS). Of the 115 medicil schoolsirn the U.S.,,approximately 8T
utilike this services

The4are two witys to apply to the College of Medicine: -directly eo
the school or through AMCAS. The purpose of using the AMCAS is to
decrease the amount of paper work for the student (who can apply to
many schools by completing one application)'and to Provide standardized
services to the school. The AMCAS also waives ehe application fee for°
economically disadvantaged 'students applying up to 10 schools. The

Service verifies the applicant's apptitude scorestand grades, and for-
wards the application to tbe schools chosen by the applicants. Howard
receives its applications from AMCAS)in batches of 5Q to 150.

At the:school, the Admissions Officer reviews the folders and.makes
recommendations to the Dean of Student Affairs. Prospective students
who-pass.the initial screening are notified by the Dean's Office and

I 4
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aee interviewed either by iwo of the 24 Members of the Admissions'
Committee or by members of the 15.membei Applicant Interview Committee
using a standardized Admissions ring Sheet..

ilterviewed applicants are rated in five categories: Ahcept I
(ortstanding academic and Nrsonal credentials); Accept II (acceptable
academic and personal credentials which would-probably be acceptable to
approximately 50 percent of the Nation's medipaf.schools); Accept III .

(borderline credentials acceptable to gerhaps 10 percent or less of the
Nation's medical schools; these persons serve as second alternates);
Hold (applications are held for future gonsideration); and Rejection.

The interviewers sometimes go out of the city to interview candidates
who are financially unable to come to Washington. After all of tlie
data have been received on an applidant, the admissions committee,
which is composed orbasic scientists, clinicians, older and younger
faculty, students and alumni, votes on who will be admitted.

Accepted_students are notified and have one month to express their
intention'to matriculate at the school by 'forwarding $160 -- $60 of
which is for the enrollment fee and $100 for a good faith deposit.
The students are then sent information regarding financial aids and
health forms and notified of the dates for freshman orientation --
generally held in August and lasting about one week.

Through a special projects'gtant from the U.S. Department of Ilealth,
Education, and Welfare, a full-time recruitment officer was appointed
in 1973-74 to coordinate many of the recrui6mg and to pro-
vide more effective communication with premedical studen s and their
pre-professional advisors.

In an effort to obtain the best possible information about the Nation's
premedical student.population, 30 faculty membes and 36 students visited
the campuses of 81 undergraduate schools in 24.States in the Spring of
1974...Such'efforts also served lo increase consideration of attending
Howard's College of Medicine by premedical students in these schools.

TCshould be noted rKat each school of medicine has its own cut-off
score for acceptable ratings on the MCAT,(Medical College Admission

Test). Because Howard takes into consideration the prior educational
disadvafltagement of many of the students who would ordinarily apply
there, and because of the high correlation between the MpAT science
score and success in medical schoo,l, highest consideratilin is given to

the science portion of the MCAT than to scores on mathematics, verbal
ability, and general information. School officialS have noted that Other
parfs of the test, especially the verbal and general, information parts,
do not correlate highly with success in medical-school. in fact a new
more comprehensive national test is being devised which has been designed

to eliminate culture bias. It will be used for the first time in the

Spring of 19.77.

1 5



The class admitted in August 197,5 represented a continuation in d*
improved,Auality of,entering.classes as represented by grade point
average, Medical'College Admission Teit scotes, and performances .

during the freshman year.. The average MCAT science sceres for the
entering class hive steadily Approved in recent years:

YEAR Average Science MCAT scores for entering class

1971 473
1972 . 006
1973
1974

.530

'541

1975 560

.

TI3.\success of efforts to improve academic petformance and,to insure
-' lic sure board success of Howard medical students is reflected in the

academic improvement of the students who go on to the clinical years
. and who are graduated. ,Of the 109 students who took Part II of the

National Boac4 Examinatigv.in September 1974 and April 1975, 96 passed.
This representd a decided improvement ovev, the students' previous per-
formance in past years. This improvement is enhanced by the fact that
the NBE is more .rigorous and has replaced the State licensure examina-
tions. Also, 70.percent of all Howard's students participating in the
,National Intern and Residency Matching,Program in 1975 received their
first or second choice of graduaee medical education pOsition.

Students in need of academic reinforcement come to the College pridr

to.the'beginning of the regular term. A course, lasting for about 8
weeks for apprdximately 20 students, is held between June and August.
This program permits a selected group of students to increase their
reading proficiency study skins and proficiedcy in basic scitnce
areas 'through a summer directed experience .which is free and provides

a stipend while in attendance. Fpnds for the course have been provided
through a government gra

r
which is currently up for renewal.

- .
,

Because of the large number of applications from females, no special
effort is made to recruit females. Of the 4,657 applicants for 1975
entering class, 1,079, or 23.2 percent were from female's. For the

1974-75 school year 136, or 28.4 percent of the 479 students were
..

female.

Although many medical schools have been known to practice discrimination
based on sex, ethnicity, or religion, the Howard Unive6ity College of
Medicine has always admitted non-minorities, women, and a significant
proportion of persons who are not U.S. citizens. Even though the college

states in its recruitment literature that it "continues, to emphasize the

need to accept lafger numbers of qualified black applicants," it con-
tiftes to wage a vigorous recruitment program to attract the highest
qualifie4 applicants.

16



. STUDENT RETENTION

Howard University's Medical Collise students enjoy a very bih retention

rate. The retention rate can be "attributed to several fa4ors, not only
those means employed by the Medical School to attract and taintain its

student liodyi but, perhaps', because of the serious shortage of,available

student openings over the Nation in the area of thetmedical profTions.

During the 1973-74 academic year, the Howard University' Medical School

had.4135 students enrolled. Of the lagirestimen students, three were

repeating from a previous academic year. At the end of the 1973-74

academic year, the M4dical School required 10 (two of whom were eventually.

dropped) of those 130 freshmen.students to repeat the freshmen.year: Nine

of the 130 freshmen were dropped for academic reasons and one transferred

"to the University of Cincinnati. A total of 20 freshmen students were

involved.

During the same academic year, 1973-74, there were 134 sophomore students;

three of those were repeatieg; five were.required to repeat the freshmen

year (four of thOse are still in"school); five were dropped for academic

reasons. Of the 102 junior students, none was lost. Of the 119 senior

sttidents,,only one was discontinued, because of medical reasons.

Recommendation : That the College of Medicine make some effort to retain

alligher proportion of the female medical student, since

the retention rate for females is considerably lower than

that foy males.

0

1 7
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STUDENT FINANCIAL AID

.In general, there appears to be a good understanding of financial aid.
'programs, and their policies and procedures. 'The.informatiOn provideuki
to applicants for and recipients of financial aid, including a vamPhlet,

"A Guide.to Financial Aid.," appears to cover financial"aid requiremenis
and programs we and presumably enhances student understanding.

As the financial id program'is now structured,. the College of Medicine

determines studen eligibility for financial assistance, establishes the
award package, and initiates disbursement of fupds and fiscal record- .

ieeping through communication with the central: University financial aid
office and fiscal offices. The University financial ald office serves

-

as overseer of the awarding process, and provides additional services,
such as applying for and reporting on Federal Health Professions finan-

cial aid. It is recommended that emphasis be 'placed on strengthening
the lines of commudication among all offices involved in the financial

aid process to make certain that, !itch office has available the information

necessary fortcarrying out its paiticular functions.

The-major difficulty of the financial aid program is the Lack of available

funding to meet the kligible needs of the student body. This is largely

beyond the control of the institution, in tha; the greater part of the

funding comes from external sources, including the Federal Health Pro-

fessions programs. It` is recommended, howevet, that the institution

I

continue to exert ev ry effort to develop and.expand sources of financial

assistance to attemp to provide access to medical education to those

students,admitted wit
lL insufficient resources to meet the costs. 'The

_institution might consider increased usage of the College Work,-Study

program in the College of Medicine depending on the availability of funding .

for the University as a whol#, and on the time available to medical students

for employment.

-In the absence of sufficient funding, the College of Medicine has been

meeting a percentage of the indtvigual student's need, rather than the

full established need (65% of need was cited as typical for the 1074-75

academic year). It is recommended that the institution attempt to pro-
vide, through institut4ona1 and outside sources, the full amount needed

by the individual student to cover the deficit between theigecessary costs

of attendance and the resources available to the spdent. 'Priority might

be given to meeting the full needs of the neediest students, assuming that

the families of the less needy students might be more able to provide addi-

tional support, beyond the nortial expectation.

An examination might be made also of the mechanism through which students

have 'managed to remain in attendance without full funding of their needs,

to make certain that the studepot costs used in determining,need are,

realistic, and that available student resources have been fully reported

by aid applicants.

1 S
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THE MEDICAL/DENTAL LIBRARY

The Medical:/Dental Library is the largest of the Howard University
Libraries in magnitude of subject.collections. It is exceeded in total
volumes held only'by the Founders Library, the tore library of the
UniVersity.

In 1970,, the Liaison Committee on Medical Education flpumil "Space for
the Library is.patently inadequate". The present physical setting for
the Medical/Dental, Library is a remodeled auditoetumtonsidered inade-
quate and unsuitable for present services and unworkable for future
needa by academic officials aqA library staff. The Libraiy canWeat
only .150 readers. ,The'user pOpulation is estimated to be in excess of.
2500 readers.

4?-"N

The trainee population relating directly to the library is 1498 persons
or 1244 full time equtvalents.

11tare-is- at Howard as at other Washingten Universities a pattern of
off-caNpus'Library use. In 1971, tbe general survey student'sample
(there was no specific fraction for Health Sciences students) utilized
the b.q.. Public Library collection heavil$.. Fifty.percent used the D.C.
Public Library instead of or as a supplement to the Howard University
Library. While the D.C. Public Library offers a good geleral collection,
it cannot offer the specificity of subject mattev,required in preparation
for the Health Sciences. The National Library of Modicine did appear as
one of the agencies utilized by Howard students. One presumes that it is
visited by Health Sciences trainees for its collection. Its locafion,
however, must inhibit any role of substituting foi the Howard Pniversity
Medical/Dental Library. 'That Library then ,can be presumed to have a
learner's constituency whose academic requirement and whose dependence
upon only the Medical/Dental Library forces an'intense degree of need for

library services.

The volume collection of the Medical/Dental Library is reported to be
92,000 voluoies. The collection's effectiveness to the Health Services
Community Is severely limited by space constraints. 'The Library has

been forcea to seek,University and commercial storage out-of-collection.
While the reported count is 92,000 volumes it has been reduced in effec-
tiveness one out of every three volumes has been placed in storage and
is only available on special request.

The Medical/Dental Library houses'various media as well as books and
journals. But for a medical library these media are not large. 'The

Librarian reported in 1974, 425 slides, 84 microfiche, 364 microfilm
reels and 72 phonodiscs cataloged. The inclusion of microcopy is a

rational response to space needs. Space needs probably explain the
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It
acquisition of microfilm and fiche; lso the scarcity of space probably

explains the limited'aqi4unt of vis 1 media in the collection airailable

to a profession that dependi,u h avily upon observation for its per-'

ceptions.,

The liBrary community is subiumed under the concept of learning cente;......_

Evidently no. organizIt±Inal pattern for the center has been created.

.This lack of description of relationships of the library community to

the academic community seems meaningful'. For example, the librarian's

name does not appear on- the list of Faculty on University - Wide- gm-
% c-

mitteeS and Councils.

In fact the library is not a part of the Howard University College of

Medicine but appears alternately in two charts as subordinate to the

Vice President for Acadekic Affaiis or as subordinate to the University

Libraries which'reports to the Vice President of Academic Affairs. The

College of Medicine hierarchical path takes a diffitent tuin arriving at

the Vice Presidential level in the Office of Vice President for Health

Affairs.- What the relationship of the'Learning Center for Health Affairs

to the University administration and policy planners has not been set

forth. The ordinate position of the pharmacy library and nursing library

Are not charted in these.datethls.

The relationship of.the Medical/Dental Library to its constituency is now

adbiguous and its future relationship as a major_element in the proposed

learning center is not decided - or made plain in print.

This free-floating-status seems reflected in the library's leidership

place within the academic community. At the initial meeting of the

Office of Fducation visiting team at Howard, no library representative

was represented. Perhaps the most important decision taken on medical

'library service, the submission of'a request to Federal assistance to

construct a learning center, was taken and preliminary sketches devised

wit ut substantive library input. That the librarian of the Medical/

De' al Library recommended that-the Medical/Dental Library Committee be

reactivated for 1975 emphasizes our conviction that the library is.

playing Out an isolated role.

That the Libtary has played out such a role has not been withodt victories.

The Library staff has conducted a stubborn defense against rising costs

and shrinking spacer One who observes the.staff and the librarian cannot

leave without the impression of a continuing resolve to cope and to pro-

vide the best library service available to the Health SeTvices,Community.

Indicative of this resolve is the high degree of professional capacity

acquired by the librarians.

The future of library services-at HoWard is the central concern of this

summary. The Health Services Community at Howard is a major component.

of the University academic community. Withilf the Health Services commu-

nity there are other'important comMunities whose behavior determines

A2 0

-1
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library service programs. Yet even to the occasional observer the past
and present library community status has bee; one of suboptimization.
The library copes; it achieves a high degree of.professionalizatidk but
it seems to -lack strong reflexive communal:ties. Its organizational
lines are outside the academic array of the College of-Medicine. The
Medical/Dental Library committee is reported as dormant.

Two recommendations ore made to the bean of the College of Medicine:

Mutt a UniversIty Health
-
Services Advisory Library.Council

be established which includes the University-Libraria-
%

That the Advisory Council be assisted by consultants who
will participate in the organizitional tat* of sitpating
the MedicaliDentalLibrary in the Howara University Health
Services community and will describe that.situation by
specifically outlining the spatial contours of the proposed
learning center.
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LABORATORIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, AND ANIMAL SUPPORT FACILITIES

The facilities inspectedeare ovei twenty years Old ao that modemlaboratory
functions are 1;eing performed dndlr obsolescent plaAt conditions which are
not commensurate with modern laboratory procedures. It is obvious that ally
renovations necessary to comply with future requirements would be extensive

.

and costly4

=PM

Gentrally, with a few 'exceptions, maintenance and housekeeping. vere very
good. There were some complaints of malfunc ing HVAC equipment and
lack of .preper ventilation, noticeable art yAuring the summer
Inomths. %his may have been due to iN,rop terNmaiatenance; or again,
antiqUated equipment. 'There is considerable amount of. clutter.in the
research laboratories due, undoubtedly, to strace limitations. Relevant
to this it is strongly suggested that adequate arrangements be made far
proper storage of solvents and volatile liquids in compliance with the
NFPA Code No. 56.

Some of the equipment such as fume hoods and exhaust systems are jury
rigged and make-shift. One, room, designated "clean room" was not that
in fact. This room.had duct work, electrical controls and conduit in-
stalled within the area all with surfaces and'crevicts difficult to clean
and.maintain. The mortar joints of the qtructural glazed tile are wide,

4
porous and absorbent and subject to contamination.

One submission of schematic drawings for.the proposed new laboratory
facility to be built on W Street just to the north of the existing medical
schoo was reviewed. Though it is understood that these drawings-bad been
'suPerc

i
ded by more recent revisions, the revised drawings were not available

for review and, therefore, this review may not be pertinent.

Since it was noted that there was.a considerable amount of area on each
floor devoted to mechanical space, it would seem that with space at such
a premium that these mechanical spaces could somehow to be consolidated so

- that these areas could be used for laboratories and related functions. It

is suggested that interstitial space be examined for this purpose.

.If the teaching laboratories are to be divided into classes by movable
partitions, care must be taken to comply with fire safety regulations on
resulting corridor widths between the movable partitions.

It was noted on the drawings reviewed that compliance with barrier-free
*sign had not 'been fully observed. Again, this may have been corrected

on subsequent submissions,

22
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CONTINUING EDUCATION

Continuing education at the College of.Medicine is carried on- by se;eral
organizational unitS. The programs are related but, because client groups-.
sometimes differ, need .to be dealt with individually. .

Office.of Continuink Medical Edycation 4.

The primaty objective of programs offered by the Office is the cbntinuifig
education of practicing physicians. Social workers', health professiohals,
etc., sometimes attend but they are not sought out. Neither is comnunity
education a priority. Dr. William E. Matory, Chairman of the Department
of Family Practice is also the Director of the OCME. He describes the Pro-
gram as an attempt to reach three separate groups of physicians: ,Howard
University Hospital staff doctors, specialists in various areasrof medi7
cine who have privileges at-the hospital, and community based Ohysicians.
This third group represents the biggest challenge. Most have had only

. 0 peripheral contact with medical education since'graduation from medical
school'. Top often their only continuing exposure to changes and advances
in medicine comes.from contact with representatives of pharmaceutical
companAps.

The programs offered follow standard forms of continuing education. Most'
are symposia, running,from one to five days. Courses and workshops Which
meet intermittently during the academic year are also offered. One inno-'

vative effort was the establishment of "mini-residencies." This is seen

as an opportunity "forlicensed physicians to re-enter the hospital and
take partin an educational prograin Similar, but more limited, to that
required,of full time residents. The physician is able to structure the
program to meet his particular needs and -interetits. In addition, educa-
tional activities offered to graduate students, including clinical con-
ferences, lecture series', departmental rounds, grand rounds, seminars
and scientific conferences are open to practicing physicians oho space
available basis.

1.

The Continuing Medical Education program is well established, serving over
1,000 doctors during the last two years, and has gained four-year accred-
itation from the American Medical Association. There are a number of
problems that must be remedied, ho4tver, if the program is to meet
expanding needs. The absence of organized input in program planning from
a wide range of practitioners is a serious deficieecy. An attempt to
establish a system'of coordinators representing each department of the
Medical College did not succeed. A questionnaipa distributed to aver
200 doctors elicited such d poor response that'it provided no useful
information for program development .purposis. On the opposite and of the
spectrum is the lack,of evaluation of the activities that have been offered.
There has been no systematic assessment of what causes program success or
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There are forces at wOrk that will remedy the lack of Information for
program development. Physicians, under_the:pressure_offederal legis-

*lation and, in part, as a result-of increasing malpractiie litigation,
have instituted self-vuditing systems. One redult will be to create,a
potential,for providift information on those areas of medicine where .

increased or updated expertise is necessary. A related development is jeJ
a requirement, adopted by a number of States,,that physicians acquire a
certain number of continuiug education crediis before they an be .re-

ce,tifie0 to practice medicine. While such a requirement has not yet
been established in the District of Columbia, physicians are being
strongly encouraged to participate in continuing rducation programs.

4

If the Continuing Medical Education Program is- to bike advantage of an
expanded data base, and if it is to meet the expected increllsed demand for,
its services, then it needs intreased support from ,the.Vniversity and/or
Ihe hospital. At present support is fragmented. The DPeesitor of the Pro-
ram is also the Chairman of the Department of Family Practice. Secretarial
services, supplies, ind expenses came out of the University's budget. The
Administrator, who is-essentially a coordinator of CME programs, is paid
out of the hospital budget. Participants fees support the actual continu-'
ing education offerings. Contributions from drug companies have paid for
furnishing the CME Office and printing the schedule of courses and con-
ferences. The biggest single need is a fullLtime experienced continuing
educator who could assess educational needs and develop, administer, and
evaluate programs. Tf program activity is significantly increased, full-
time clerical support should also be provided.

Department of Community Health Practice

Educational activities sponsored by the Department of Community,Health
Practice are directed toward:community residents rather than doctors.
The Department is ahead of the Continuing Medical Education Program in
terms of resources, program development policy and program evaluation.
Program planning is done at an annual meeting attended by departmental
staff, health professionals, socill workers, and other professional
personnel from the Federal and city governmentd and the community. As a
result of this planning session community health education was given a
priority in 1974.

Four educators, tko full-time and twn half-time, are engaged in adminstering
a wide range of educational services to citizens of all ages. The Depart-
ment is making an interesting attempt to reach adults through their children.
Students at four elementary schools in'Southeast Washington are being in-
formed on such topics as hypertension, lead-poisoning, body systems and
nutrition. Medical students and Departmental staff also visit high school
assemblies to provide health information. Adults are being reached
directly through programs administered at three neighborhood health centers
and the Haward Family Planning Clinics.

24
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The Department also produces television fill on various health topide for
showing at neighborhood hehlth centers'and out-pati,2r- -clinics. Spot radio
announcements have alsd.been utilized.' Fina.ly., the Di artment has pro-
vided materials for.exhibits at,a number of conferences and mee-ings.

.

I

One f the most important Vrograms in operat ilion is i hypertension education
progrm for adults. Working fhrough the neighborhood hearth centers the
DepAtment is running a structured program to inform people suffering from
hypertension of itp causes and remedies.. Evaluation of the program'is
being based primarily,on a system of pre and post testing af participants.

The academic year 1974-75 was the first ye'ar that community edudation was
given a priority by the Department. An estimated.25% of aVailable funds
were used for educational pur oses. Between 5,CM-10,000,people were
reached. The acting chairman f thg Department feels that Collimunity edu-
cation should continue as a p ority, Activities currently involve only
low income participants. Ttie cting' chairman sees-an eventual broadening.
df the programs, budgetary con iderations permitting, to include'middle
class participants as well.

Others

A variety of communitIedu programs have been carried on by other
organizational units wiè1in the College of Medicine. The Center for
Fami17Planning-Providea educational materials and a wide range of
counseling services to .patients. The .staff also assists in presentations '

made to public school students, members ofcivic oiganizations and commu
nity residents. The Center for Cancer Research has prepared programs on
breast cancer detection and is establishing a cancer information center for
the D.C. area. Staff ofjthe Center for Sickle Cell Disease frequently 'speak
to community groups as well as utilizing the media in order to increase

.community awareness. The Center also develots and distributes informational
material. ,The Department,of Psychiatry is conducting training programs under
a CommUnity Alcoholigm Studies 'Program.

Conclusions

The wide,variety of community projects sponsored by the College of Medicine
provides impressive eviltnce of Howard's concern for its community. Because
of the range of efforts, and because of limited funding resources, the
College might find it useful to investigate the feasibility of establishing
a unit that would be responsible for overall coordination and planning of
the College's community service and continuing education activities.

Health professionals, although included in many of the program activities,
are not general4F the primary target group. A study is presently underway
on the possibilfWy of establishing.a sAool of public health. Until such
a school becomes a reality, tore concentrated effdtts to reach this particu-
lar client group should be considered.
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THE ALUMNI

,Since its first graduating class in tkie year 1871, Howard University's
College of Medicine has giaduated:close to six thousand doctors. 'The
five graduates of the first graauiting clpss in 1871 immeOiately.or-
gantted the,Homard University.Medical Alumni Astiociation. Today the
Alumni Association has Mbre than t.,oclo members.. ThroUghout ihe years

7/the objectives stated'in the ortginal Association charter Eire "still
shared :"va "the perpetuation pf frivdship in our alma mater, tb keep
alive the interest we have in her welfare and to collect and recoild all
things of interest to herlistory."

The Howard University Medical'Alumni Association

Each year alI-members of the graduating class'ar'e immediately inducted into,
the Medical Alumni Association. After the initial year:, members are ex-
pected, to contribute $25,00 per year to support the activities of the
Association. The Assocation has an executive tommittee made'up of four
'officers plus nine other alumni. The Executive Director of the Alumni
Association also sits with the executive,committee. Association is
aupported entirely by-the dues of the alumni and other gifts to the Asso-
ciation'. Irhe only cost to the University is the.space provid2d for the
offices Of the Alumni Associafion. At present the executive director's
staff consisZ of himself, one assistant, and one secretary. The major
functions performed by the Alumni Association are as follows:

1. Each Spring during commencement week there is an annual reunion
dinner with 'selected graduating classes being invited.

N

,Sponsor parties for entering freshmen;'

3. Publish periodically a newsletter to alumni entitled Medic Annals:
and

4. Conduct 'fund raising activities such as the building fund drive
which has just been completed for.an addition to the academic
building for the College of Medicine and, a continuing fund
campaign for,student loans and student .scholarships. In 1974-75,
the alumni provided $74,645 to 'support the loan fund, $6,661 in
support of the scholarship fund and $115,000 in-ligupport df the
building fund.

-

The Association maintains very simple yet very adequate inforriation on
each alumnus in a cardex system.

26
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'Alumni Records

The Alumni Associat/on Office maintains records on each aluinnus of the
College. 's4mple cardex file system enables the Association to report
the field of specialization, the certification, the place and times of
internship and residency, additional graduate training, the latest prac-
ticing address; and the donation record of each graduate. This follow-
up system enables the Association upon request by a department, for
instance, to identify the specialists inAL given field of medicine, or
for that matter specialists in a given field-by geographic area, to be
'identified. This is an extremely:important function and one which the .

College's.departments continually dee.

CommUnicatidh

One of the most important functions of an alumni office is.to insure %.
that alumni' are continually made aware of what it is tmit their associa-
tion and,their university is doing. The principal vehiCle for this
communication at the College of MedicineAs through the-Medic Annals
published by the Alumni Asmiciation. Also the Office of Public Infor-
mation publishes a monthly newsletter entitled "The College of Medicine
News" which is available to faculty, staff, students and friends'of the
college including alumni..., These two publications provide an excellent
means of keeping alumni well informed of wbat is happening at the College
of Medicine. In addition the annual reunion dinner is a means for commu-
nicating with-the alumni. It is clear that-the College of Medicine
'recognizes the importance of an effective communication system with alumni
and one can only assume that improved communications will.continue to be
an important missidn of the Association.

Continuing Education

The College-of Medicine recognizes the importance (elf providing their
graduates with opportunities for continuing their education in medicine.

more readily for obvious reasons tha ose graduates who have moved Co.'.
Physicians utho remain in the metro olitan Washington area can participate

other communities. The College of Medicine calendar for the 1975-76
academic year thdicates a number of continuing medical education session

)

mn
in4either intensive re4iew courses, special lectures or short seminars .
art available for interested alui as well as for cgllege faculty and
students. el

Despite A lack of formal structure for a continuing education for.alumni,
it seeMs important that the College through its Alumni,Association should
continue to pronae'and encourage the participation of alumni it the en-
richment prograns sponsored bx the College or individual departments with
the Col1e6. This is' is an extremely important rale for the College in

, keeping doctors up-to-date on the latest developments in medicine.
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Alumni and Student/Faculty Relatibns
, MR

.._
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The interest of the alumni inNtheir-almamacarIcan effectively be expressed
. through their willingness to.participate-in Op ongoing qecaLional program
oi the college. Working directly.with students thTough Lucorial programs

1 and working with faculty on efforts tO impeolie the curriculum are means by
which valuable aluMni-input can'be tade to the life of the college. Inso-

...
.

far as working with studts dired100, ihe of the areas that has been found
to be highly. successful,4 the tutol-til'pyagram. One of the difficultids of
the College of Medicine is scheduling the dodtOrs in the local areas who
have extremely busy schedules and whq sometimesfind it difficult to arrange
to have students, who also have,busy Achedules,.ip work together effectively.
Greater attenticin mudt be paid to.this type OT iwctivity 15y the College of
Medicine to work out some of the logiAic problem3sociated with such a
program. t .

. .

.- , ,0

Alumni arncouraged ,to participate.in the life of,the tollege in other ways.
Such ways 1-Mc e membership on the advisory commltteês, boards of trusteeb,
etc. One area at codId be developed' moie'fully is to get greater alumni
participation on cOmmittees at the departMent levelty helping to continu- ,

ally examine the curriculum to keel) it 4p-to-date, pe alumni could contri-
bute to the improvement ot the College in a very lotical and pOsitive way.

. 4.

Visibility

41uni of the College of Medicine are located all ol.fer the world. At the
present time,,ehe Alumni Association-has,locarchapthrs in five cities
other than the Qistrict of Coluilibia. They include: Philadelphia, New York,
Chicago, Cleveland and San Franleisco.ATilesdichaftirs.help to enchance the
medical communities of these five cities as well as increase the visibility.
of the Howard piversity College of Medicine. It is through local or regional
chaPters that he strong arumni commitment tan.be.obtained and improved rec-
ognition in th t dommunity'can be developed; It is recommended that the
alumni office dentify substantial number% of itssalumni located in other
geographic areas apd ttlat they encourage tile OrganiaatIon,Of additional
local alumni a'espciations and chapters by sett,ing a Otal-for the,esfablish-
ment of perhaps one additional chapter per year-to form a strehthened
network of regional alumni associations.

Prospective Students
,-.-

Another major function of intereqed alumn1 ds to be Continually on OR
alert Ior qualified students to attend their college or mmiversity.
Likewise in the:qase of the College of,,Medicine, it. is important to
emphasize this role that.-alumni may play in attracting highfY qualified
individuals to the.HoWard program.

At the present 4me there is really no formal initiative that has been
taken in this regard. Alumni can and should e involved-in the recruiting '

process.

A
,
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Fund Raising

It appears that the College of Medicine Alumni are accustomed to supporting
their College financially. Various fund raising efforts are conducted by.
the association for scholarships, loans, andarecently to support the
building program for the new academic facility. Another area where alumni

support could be extremely valuable is in connection with the College's

fund raising efforts for both research and other institutional.support
from private'industry, foundations and the like. At institutions where
the alumni are frilly aware of the total developmental needs of an institu-
tion they are inValuable contacts in identifying and securing such other
support. Although the College appropriately recognizes the major indivi4ual
alumni donors, it seems important also to recognize those individuals who
have added or assisted ill obtaining funds from the outside. Some form of
recognition ought to be developed for this type of very valuable alumni

support:

Loyalty

Over and above the pride and dedication which alumni share for the College

of Medicine is the important role that medical alumni can play in strength-
ening the reputation of the entire Hoftrd University mission. Working with

the general alumni association, medical doctors, as leading members of their

respective community, can and should play a very vital role in promoting
Howard University as one of the great universities in the country. The

Board of Trustees of the University usually has a medical alumnus on its
, membership. There is an alumni federation, (the various 4umni associa-
tions of Howard University) in which the College of Medicine Alumni
Association is an active participant. But Sdditiolvilly, there is much to

be done to further develop the support of medical alumni on behalf of the

entire,University.

Summary Recommendations

The College of Medicine Alumni Association must continue to strive for

greater participation and commitment of individual alumni - commitment 0

of financial assistancd and commitment-of time devoted to improving the

medical education programs of the institution. Likewise, through the
Medical Alumni Association, increased effort must be devoted to keeping

medical alumni informed of what is happening on "their" campus and ways
in which dip; can contribute tb the growth and development of the College

of Medicine. Whatever constitutes improving the service relationship of
the College to alumni or the alumni to the College, is deserving of con:
tinued evaluation so that 100 percent of the medical alumni,are both

contributins to and receiving benefits from the College. In' turn this

will create and assure a greater sense of loyalty and dedication twthe
College of Medicine, the University as a whole, and to all of its students.,
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MEDICAL CONSULTANTS' INSPECTION

A. INTRODUCTION

This report is presented by the Division of Medicine of the Bureau
of Health Manpower in response to a request from the Office of
Education to visit and eValuate the Howard University College of
Medicine.

4
On Decitber 13, 1928, the Congress enacted ,a law (45 Statue 10-21)
WhiCh provided for Federal support to Howard University: As a
part of this Act, there was the requirement that the Office of
Education survey the University annually and report ias findings
to the Congrees.

IPS

This year the decision was made to survey the College of Medicine
and the Office of Education reqUested assistance from the Bureau
of Health Manpower. However, Dr. Preston Valien of the Office 41
of Education, in Charging the survey team, stated that staff of
the Office of Education would conduct portions of the survey,
Including an engineering review of the physical facilities, an
evaluation of student aid, a survey'of the distribution of graduates,
a characterization of the faculty, and an evaluation of the student
body. Consequently, the survey team limited its investigations
to the programmatic aspects which affect the quality of the
educational process and the ultimate contribution of the school
to the production of medical manpowftrimedical care, and biomedical
knowledge.

Although the College of Medicine cannot be isolated totally from
the entire University, the evaluation of general University
environment and organizational aspects is limited to those elements
pertinent to the charge to evaluate the College of Medicine itself.

I. HISTORICAL NOTE

Howard University shares with two other institutions in the
country a unique relationship to the Federal Government. The
other institutions are:

1. tte.National Technical Institute for the Deaf, Rochester
Institute of Technology,

2. Gallaudet Secondary School and College for the Deaf.

All ,three of these institutions are private but there is a
statutory basis for direct Federal support to their operations.

Howard University was granted a charter by the 39th Congress
in 1867. The College of Medicine was chartered one year
later in 1868and its original building was constructed in
1869. ThroughOtit-the years, there has been a relationship to
a major teaching hospital which was, until recently, a Federal

3 I)
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hospital. The Freedmen's Hospital actually antedated the
creation of Howard University and the College of Medicine.
In 1963, this hospital was.created and functioned as an
instrumentality of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare until 1967 when it was turned over to Howard University.
ThroUghout this time, the hospital has been the major teaching
resource for the College of Medicine. Men the hospital was
transferred to Howard University in 1967, the Federal Govern-
ment required that its accounts be kept sepaAte from those
of Howard University.

Prior to 1928, there had been some Federal,support to Howard
University but tt was in that year that,the statutory basis
for dt7tt Federal support to Howard.University was enacted.

Prior to the Flexner Report, there were 8 black medical schools.
Only Howard University, College of Medicine and Meharry College
of Medicine have survived. The remainder were forced to close
since they lacked the financial resources to meet the require-
ments for accreditation. In more recent years, all of the medical
schools in the country have increased the opportunity for black
students and 1,106 black students were admitted to medical schools
for the 1974-75 academic year. This has given Howard and Meharry
an opportunity to expand their original mission and broaden the
racial-ethnic background of their student body.

Recently, Howard University has reexamined its awn-Mission in
other areas of the University and has expressed the opinion
that it should strengthen its offerings in graduate endeavors
in order to.produce greater numbers of black academic leaders
in the various disciplines and professions. Thus, this survey
comes at a critical time as the College of'Medicine reexamines its
mission and endeavors to identify the way in which it,can contri-
bute maximally to the ultimate objective of providing equal educa-
tion and services to the black citizens' of this country.

II. PREVIOUS SURVEYS

The last survey of the Howard University College of Medicine
by the Office of Education was conducted in 1964. At that time,
the major issues identified were related to:

1:) The need for certaiA organizational clarifications and im-
provements,

2. The necessity of completing a new hospital which had been
planned,

3. The importance of develo2ing a clinical practice plan, and
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4. The need for increased resources to allow the institution
to develop a mote balanced program including a greater
em hasis on academic excellence.

Signif cantly, the major emphasis in the report was that 'the
institfution compared unfavorably with the average medical school
in the country in terms of resources available to allsow the
faculty to exercise scholarly activities.

this present repoi. will document that, the institution has
respolied to rec ndations which' could be fulfilled by
inteyfal action with the exception of the development of a
practice plan. Although support to the institution has been
augmented, questions remain as to the adequacy of support to
finance a truly scholarly environment.

In 1970, the Howard University College of Medicine was surveyed
by the Liaison Committee on Medical Education. The school
was kind enough to make this confidehtiar report available to
the survey team and it is of interest that the recommendations
of that hccrediting body did not differ substantially from the
findings and recommendations contained in the 1964 Office of -
Education Survey. The Liaison Committee on Medical Education
granted .afcieditation to the institution but it also identified
a number of areas which needed attention and improvements; many
of these related.to the question of adequacy of resources.

III. PRESENT SURVEY

The members of the survey team had been provided with a great
deal of information in advance by the Bureau of Health Manpower
and by Howard University itself. On Sunday evening, June 1,
1975, the members of the team met with Dr. William E. Bennett
(Chief, I4stitutional Resources Branch, Division of Medicine)
who reviewed the objectivetof the survey. The group was then
joined by Dr. Preston Valien and Dr. Lou Venuto from the Office
of Education who further explained the responsibilities of the
Office of Education and what that office desired of the survey

team.

The survey team began its visit on Monday, June 2, and spent
the morning with Dean Marion Mann and members of his staff
discussing general aspects of the institution. For the afternoon
session, the survey group divided into two teams and visited
each of the basic science and clinical departments as well as the
animal care section and two research centers.

On Tues June 3, the team met with representatives of the

student body,and in the afternoon met with members of the'

&

hospital administration and representlive members of the intern

and resident staff.
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On Wednesday, June 4, the survey team met with DT. Carlton
Alexis, Vice President for Health Affairs, and following lunch
with junior members of the faculty, with President James E.
Cheek.

The detailed schedule for the:visit is in the Appendix to this
report. The feam would like to express deep appreciation to
all of those concerned with preparation for the visit. All
members of the administr tion.and faculty were completely
candid and answered full and completely all questions which
were asked of them and macte all materials avsilable- which were
requested. .

. B. ORGANIZATION

I. GENERAL UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION

Under the Board of Trustees, the 18 schools and colleges of
Howard University - enrolling approximately 10,000 students -
ere governed by an administrative structure which has a president
as the chief executive officer. Six vice presidents 'report to

him. These are:

1. Vice President for Academic Affairs
2. Vice President fot Health Affairs
3. Vice President for Student Affairs 6

4. Vice President for Butiness and Fiscal Affairs - Treasurer
5. Vice President for Adminittration and Secretary of the

University
6. Vice President for Development and University Relations

Throughout the University, governance is placed very heavily
into the hands of the faculty with elected faculty committees
having a substantial decision-making authority.

Under the authority of the Vice President for Health Affairs
are included the following:

1. The College of Medicine
2. The College of Dentistry

, 3. The College of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences
4. The College of Nursing

5. The Howard University Hospital (formerly Freedmen's Hospital)

6. The University Health Service
7. The College of Allied Health Professions

II. INTERNAL ORGANIZATION COLLEGE OF AibICINE

The Dean of the College of Medicine, Dr. Marion Mann, is
assisted by several associate and assistant deans as well as by

several directors of support activities. The Associate Dean for
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Clinical Affairs also occupies the position of Medical Director
of the University Hospital. -Thus, this individual reports both
to the-Dean of the College of Medicine and to the Director 12,
the hospital. *

An Associate Dean for Academic Affairs is directly responsible
to the Dean of the College of Medicine as is also the Associate
Dean for Student Affairs and an Assistant Dean for Research.

In keeping with the general University policy of halting signifi-
cant faculty participation in governance, the members of a
number of the important committees in the College of Medicine
are elected by the faculty. Included among these are: Executive
Committee, Faculty Appointments and Promotions Committee, Re-
search Committee, Judiciary Board, Faculty Grievances Committee,
Appellate Board and Student Welfare Committee.

o

The Admissions Committee, Teaching Proficiency Committee.
Curriculum and Schedules Committee and several other.
committees are appointed by the Dean.

All committees report to the Dean and the Dean serves as the

chairman of the Executive Committee.

Among the areas deserving of comment and further elaboration

are the following:

1. The Basif Science Departments of the College of Medicine

provide all of the basic science teaching to the students

.
in all of the schools of the health profesaions. In

additionf they provide teaching to students of the Graduate

School, the School of Human Ecology and the School of

Business and Public Administration.

2. Although the Dean of the College of Medicine sits on,the

Executive Committee of the Hospital, the Director of the

Hospital who - as noted above - is the Associate Dean for

Clinical Affairs reports to the Vice President for He&.th
Affairs and to the Dean of the Medical School. No immediate

problemm are apparent but it is also evident Akat the inter-

personal relationships among these several irXwiduals are

good. However, this organizational relationship could pose

some difficulties in the future if other personalities were

involved.

3. A major concern is the fiscal support area. The Vi e Presi-

dent for Business and Fiscal.Affairs considers hims f to be

directly responsible for all fiscal affairs within t e Univer-

sity. This includes the Comptroller of the Hospital who

reports directly to him although he serves in a sta capacity

to the Director of the Hospital. It is apparent tha the Dean
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of the College of Medicine is not fully involved in the
hudgetary.decisions of the hospital,_although the Vice
President for Health Affairs.is privy io all such informa-
tion.

Again, although no immediate difficulties were identified,
the ability of the individuals involved to relate to one
another on a good interpersonal basis may be the reason
for the paucity of problems.. It is apparent, however, that
the Dean was unaware of some of the significant elements of
the fiscal system.

A major problem at the time of the site visit was the fact
that the University was in the process of installing a new
computerized fiscal system. The sy'stem is not yet fully

iN operational; thus, the pressures of lateness and inadequacies
of fiscal reporting and feedback were obvious. The treasurer's
office, however, Is still up to the tasi-and is assisted by
competent consultants. accordingly, there should be a more
effective computerized fiscal system available in the very

near future.

C. BUDGET AND fINANCE

There are'several factors which make it difficult to evaluate the

budget of the.College of Medicine. First, the basic science de-
partments provide all of the teaching for students in the variouS

health professions and thus these departments appear to be somewhat
larger for the medical student mission than they actually are. .

Second, the Medical College budget does not include a variety of

University services, including maintenance and utility costs,
library, and other supporting services. Based upon a cost alloca-

tion study done in 1972, it is estimated that these have a valt4'

of approximately $1.3 million'at the currenetime. Third, some

faculty positions 2te funded through the hospital budget but these

have not been itemized and there is no good data to determine whether

these individuals provide substantial teaching services. Based upon

the aforementioned cost study, there were $800,000 of faculty services

rendered to patients which were paid by the Medical School budget.

Therefore, it is not possible to determine the exact balance but it

would appear that clinical faculty are supported disproportionately

from education funds because of the paucity of professional service

income and the absence of a faculty practice plan.

I ME DI CA:1132._01, WET

The tables in Appendix B, display the budget for the College of

Medicine for the current and two previous fiscal years. These

funds are derived from University appropriations made directly

by the Federal Government, tuition income, and the allocation of

overhead, endowment income, and other sources available to the
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University. The income figures for the current year are not

yet.available. Expenditures from these sources are antici-
pated to be $7,645,000 for the current year. From sponsored
program sources (the third page of the tables) there is an
anticipated expenditure of $6,700,000. Of note, is the fact
that relatively little of this is in the form of research

grants. The largest amount is in capitation support and
special project support for a variety of programs related to
the teaching mission.

The last available income distribution was derived from the
liaison commdttee report for the 1972-73'fiscal year. This

disalosed the f6TThng iteum oi. income:

1. Tuiiion and ftes $861,149
2.' Endowment income $156,835
3. Indirect cost recovery - $276,263.

4. Federal appropriation - $6,100,070

It is anticipated that the.income sources for the current year
will be comparable with any substantial increases being in the

Federal appropriation column.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

The new hospital has been availabld for only several weeks at

the time of this review, thus, there is no good projected data

available for changes in the hospital financing picture. Un-

doubtedly there will be increases in costs if for no other 0
reason than the programs now occupy two and one-half times the

space formerly occupied in the old Freedmen's Hospital.

For the last year, the.h.ospital had the following experiencig

Inpatient admissions - 10,985
Emergency room visits - 59,144
Outpatient visits - 82,129

For the last fiscal year, the average per diem cost in the hos-

pital was $179. The portion of this reflecting the cost of

the intern and resident program was approximately 8 to 10

percent with that program having a total cost of $2.5 million.

The emergency room visit cost was $18.24 and the outpatient

avisit cost was $24.60.

The total budget for the hospital for the preceding year

$29 million. Fifteen million of this was provided by Direct

Federal subsidy and the remainder was derived from patient

payments. 4IN\
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The mix of patients in the hospital is as follows:

Patient responsible - 18 to 22%
(rhe bad debt experienoe for this group of patients is
approximately 80%)
Commercial insurance - 21 to 25%
Medicare - 15 to 17%.
Medicaid - 26%
District medical assiseanq - 6 to 7%. Until recently,
this Aogram paid only $38 per day. This has now gone to
$76 per day but the'total amount of money available, will
probably be.insufficient to pay for all of the patients
who are admitted throughout the year.

In projecting the new budget, it is anticipaed that the expendi-
turqp in the hospital will be $5 to $6 million more in the coming
year. Part of this is due to an increase in the bed capacity
which has risen from 427 to 480 in actual service at the present
and an ultimate total capacity of 540.

III. BUDGETARY PROCESS

Because of the unique type of direct Federal support given to
Howard University, it is appropriate to discuss the method by
vabich budget development occurs. The Vice President for Busi-
ness and Fiscal Affairs, Mr. Caspa Harris, explained this
development as follows:

Following the development of departmental budgets the
Dean of the College reviews and assembles a projected
budget which is presented to the Vice President for
Health Affairs who then presents the budget to the
treasurer. After assembling the budget requests from the
various colleges, the treaSurer presents these to the
President and there are usually minor changes maqe in the
initial asking. There is then a hearing with the budget
office of HEW and follawing this hearing, HEW sets a top
figure and asks the University to resubmit a budget within
this figure. The President then consults with the two
Vice Pripsiottnts and develops a new submission which is
reviewed in a formal hearing with the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB). Again, th.e as may revise the ceiling
and ask for another submission. At this time, the specific
line items begin to become firm and the OMB may express
approval or disapproval of specific sections.

Following OMB approval, the submission goes to the House
and Senate Appropriations Subcommittees and after hearings
they are presented to the full Appropriations Committees.
The final appropriatiiin bill becomes a part of the HEW-
Labor Act and often the final enactment of the legislation

3
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does not occur until after the beginning of the academic
year. This makes it difficult for the institution to
plan effectively and begin to engage the faculty whomay
flave been approved.

The final document which is used for the quarterly releases
of funds to the University does contain specific line items
and the University is audited to be sure that the monies
have been expended in accordance with the line items. The
College of Medicine figure is one of the lie itemo and the
University has little discretion in transferring funds once
the budget has been submitted and approved.

D. STUDENTS

The admissions process is overseen by an Associate Dean.
The Dean chairs a 24 member admissions committee. This
committee id'composed of members from the basic science and
clinical faculties, as well as students. The latter enjoy
voting rights. There is also an admissions officer, who is
responsible for the initial review of applications.. A
functioning recruitment office was established recently.
Recruitment efforts include brochures, visits, etc.

In terms'of admissions,criteria, strong'emphasis'is placed
on performance_on the science portion of the MCAT. It appears
that a significant correlation has been'demonstrated between
performance in this section and success n medical school
as measured by performance. on National Board Part I. Four
thousand two hundred eighty-three applications were-received
in 1974-75. . A partial breakdown is given below:

Female
Male
Minority .

"Black

888
3,395
1,626
1,297 (860 male, 437 female)

ApprOximatel 5 applicants were accepted in order to get
a class-of 128 students.

II. STUDENT BODY

The 1974-75 overall composition of, the student body is as
follows:

1st year 137

2nd, year 114
3rd year 113

4th year 115

Total 479
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The above come from a variety of backgrounds and racial
groups, although.the student body is predominately black.
In general, students appear satisfied.with their inter-
action with the faculty and administration. The conoerns
which they voiced were essentially identical to those of
medical students around the country.

III. FINANCIAL AID.
-)

About 857 of the students are receiving financial'aid from
all sources. An even larger number applied for assistance.
The total assistance need was determined (using GAPSFAS)
to be $1,154,579. Howes:Pei, the institution had only
$568,244 available for dispersement. A recent AAMC compari-
son survey indicates that Howard ranks 69th out of 73 re-
porting schools in the percentage of necessary assistance
provided by the school. This disparity emphasizes the
pressing need for additional Tinancial aid funds. In the
absence of these funds, students have been forced to take
part-time jobs at a time,Nhen they can ill afford to do so.
When compared to all of the nation's medical schools, haw-
ever, Howard ranked eighth in the average school award per
enrollee for the 1974-75 school year.

A breakdown of how financial aid was disbursed in 1974-75
is shown below:

Type of Aid Received 'No. of Recipients

1. Loans only
2. Scho1anhips only
3. Both scholarships and loans

Total

IV. ACADEMIC REINFORCEMENT PROGRAM

52

97-

157

306

This pr6gram was begun in 1963. It represents an effort
on the part of the College of Medicine to improve the
quality of intellectual achievement for all me,dical and
'dental students. The major facets of this effort are:

1: Tutorial program - utilizes faculty and qualified
medical and geaduate students.

2. Summer Directed Study'Program - for students who have
incurred deficiencies in basic science courses during
the regular academic year, and provides an opportunity
for these deficiencies to.he removed prior to ehe ensui
year.

k
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3. .Summer Preliminary Academic Reinfogement Program - for
selected incoming freshmen.

Intermittent programs-- in reading proficiency, Study
skills, etc.-

An overall assessment of the program,indidates that it is
adequately serving the needs of the student bodY.-

E. PHY§ICAL PLANT

The physical plant, whiih serves Howard University Medical Center,.
is comprised of three principal facilities; namely, two adjacent

buildings.and the Howard University Hospital.

Construction ,of the pre-clinical West Building was completed in
1928.. Thirty years later, in 1958, construction of the pre-
cligtical. East Building provided approximately 50 percent more
space than its predecessor. The cost of construction had in-
creased Some ten-fold in'that thirty year span. A c&mmitment
to expand the size of entering medical classes from 75 to 100
students spawned the construction of the second pre-clinical
building. However, a subsequent expansion.of.the. size of the
entering classes, with the necessary faculty additions, has not
been attended by concomitant e'nlargement of physical facilities.
Hence severely overcrowded teaching facilities and inadequaW
research Elpace were anticipated. Since 1971, each enteriKi class
has been composed of 128 or more, rather than 100 that was in-
tended for this space.

It is asserted that this "housing expansion-lag" has impacted
most notably on the anima1 care services areas as well as the
study areas utilized By the students. According to Betty E.
Collette, D.V.IL, Supervisor of the Animal Care Services, the
.animal quarters have been surveyed and approved currently by
the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory and
Animal Care. These-quarters are capable of housing at this
time, 60 large animals and 5,500 small animaIs. Nonetheless,
the current capacity is considered deficient in the kind and
amount of space needed immediately. Moreover, the forthcoming
Federal "Dog-Care" regulations will reduce their "Dog-Holding"
capacity by approximately 50 percent.

Observations - The assertions regarding the current prob:lems
and discomfiture, associated with proper use and care for the
animals, necessary for a proper teaching and research milieu
would seem to be valid. Hence, the recommended expenditure uf
$400,000 to develop currently availdble "raw space" and addition-

al funds for development of land, already owned, are supported

by the survey team.

4 0
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The second most notable high-impact area associated with the
'llonsingwexpansion-jae is.that" related to undetgraduate
mediCal sfudent 'facilities for reading and quiet st4dy. Access -
of resource uaterialk,and proper environmental circumstances in
the medical school library also are of concern.

The'medal 4chOo1 ikbrary is currently housed in tbe 'Dental
College building. Moreover, the medical-dental library serves
as a resource for five schools. It is reported that approxi-
mately one-third of the voluues 'belonging to the medical-dental
jibrary are stored in the basement of Founder's Library, on the
main dampus. The latter statement iNydicative of the deple-
.tion of space for shelving these volumes. Staff, office, and
work space are cramped as the 150 seat library serves, in addi-
tion to the. Colleges of redicine and 'Dentistry, the Colleges of ,

Nursing, Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences, and Allied Health
Sciences. These ichoOls have a combined entolluent of 1,471
students. 4

In view of an almost two-fold increase in entering class size
without a concomitant increase in housing facilities, with the
addition of a College of Alliep Health Sciences,'the assertion
of need for added study, classroom and librafy.space would seem
to be valid. The presence of rows of study carrels recently
dislocated into the hallways of the new East Pre-clinical
Building stands as testimony to "cramped" and crowded conditions.
Hence,.requests for Federal Grant, Foundation and Alumni Funding
to construct a new Learning Resources Center is supported by the
survey team.

This new additipn of-60,000 square feet is to be constructed.at
an estimated cdse of $5.0 million, and financed with a grant
from the'Department of Health; Education, and Welfare, a grant
from the Seeley G. Mpdd Fund, and fund-raising among alumni and
faculty members. Anticipated benefits to be derived from the '

facility include the following:

1. Growth of research programs Aue to expansion of space
designated for research activitiep.

2. Two new lecture theaters, seating 200 persons each.
3. Adequate.faculty office space.
4. Provftion of badly needed space for seminars, tutorial

sessions and small group discussions.
5. Additional' "work-study" seating capacity.
6. Addibional space for recent educational'techniques such as

computer assisted instruction and self-instructional media
programs.

7. Adequate student activities facpities.

41
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F. CLINICAL AFFILIATIONS

mr.

.,

The cAinical facilities for student teaching are, for the
mnst part, centered at the Howard University Hospital
(formerly Freedmeh's Hospital) and the District of'Columbia°,
'General Hospital. In addition to-these hospitals, the follbw-
'ing hospitals.in the greater Washington area support, to a
greater or lesser degree, the teaching of third and fourth
year students and a limited number.of house officers on'rota-'
tion: Walter Reed, Bethesda Naval, Cafritz (renamed Greater
South East Community Hospital), the Veterans Administration,
St. Elizabeth's, Providence, and, in Virginia, the WoFfolk
General Hospital. In addition to these, several hospitals,
clinics or,other health care delivery seetingt are used on an
informal basis by individual departments to provide training
experiences for students-and, to a lesser degree, house staff.

hlso, the school is involved in several overseas service, resehrch.
:)6obsultation or other clinical prdgrams (by specific depart-

mental relationship) in Venezuela, Haiti, Jamaica, Liberia,
Nigeria (Lagos and Ibadan),. Tanzania and India. These programa
are funded through grants or are host country funded.

gls

The Howard University Hospital is a part of the Univlarsity
complex and is a new (occupied in April) 500 bed modern instal-
lation with two and one-half times the square footage of the
old Freedmen's Hospital. ,Its senior officer is the hospital,
director, who relates-in a line fashion to the Vice President
for Health Affairs and is appointed by the Trustees of the
.University. The hospi al also has a medical director responsible
for coordinating cli cal and academic affairs, who relates in
line fashion t dspital director for administrative matters
and, as Assoc ate Dean for Clinical Affairs, in a line fashion
to the Dean of the College of Medicine on acIpemic matters.

The new facility has the usual allocation of beds.by department
and sub-specialty, including bassinets and 16 intensive care
'becip of various sorts.,, Support facilities for teaching, re-
seAch and service programs include: seven conference library
roams, 19 conference rooms, 14 ward classrooms, 12 house staff
offices, 14 student labs, 26 lounges, six cold rooms, 38 labora-
tories and an auditorium that seats 325. This facility accommo-
dates, in addition to medical ptudents, dental, allied health,
nursing and pharmacy students and some non-health science
University studehts.

4 2
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The Medical School has'formal contractual affiliation relation-
ships with D.C. General Hospital, the Walter Reed Hospital
and the U.S. Naval Hospital in Bethesda. D. C. General is the
major affiliate and educational and patient care activities
at this hospital'are monitored by an Advisory Committee composed
of faculpy or administ,rators from Georgetown and Howard Univer-
'sity Schools of Medicine, health consumers, representatives of
the local medical society and the District of Columbia, De-
partment 6f Human Resources. The Dean of the Howard University
Medical College is the current chairman of this advisory committee.

_:In this hospital, HoWard University has its awn services,
'directed by.full-time faculty, suppdrted by the Medical College
budget (Medlcine, Pediatrics, Obstetrics/Gynecology, Urology
and Surgery)'. In addition, other full-time fulty of Howard
University, ps well as part-time faculty on these and other
services, are involved in the training program and are paid by
the Medical School.

Th4 Medical School projects that with the development by the
Department of Defense of its awn Armed Forces Me8ical School,
the U.S. Naval Hospital and Walter Reed Hospitals may not be
avaflable in the future for Howard University affiliation.

The other lisled rotations for clinical experience for both
students and house staff are not formal affiliations, although
they are solid facilities for providing certain types of clinical
experiences. These rotations are all for less than six months.'
These are mainly arranged by individual departments, with approval
of th, Dean, with appropriate faculty and administrative involve-
ment to assure the quality Of the clinical experience, through
full-time, part-time or'volunteer Howard University.farulty
and/or faculty from the local institutions.

POSTGRADUATE STAFF

The Health Sciences Center appoints and supports 48 first year
and 162 advanced pcistgraduates, appeoximately 160 of whom'are
deployed at the HowarAniversity Hospital. The remainder are
deployed in other hospitals in the Howard Univergity orbit.
There are more than 160 full-time faculty, plus part-time faculty,
apRropriately deployed, who are responsible for the clinical
exObsure and educational experience of the house staff.

The educational experience offered by the Hdward UniversitY
Hospital forstraining physicians includes straight and rotating
(flexible) internships, residencies and fellowships. Most, if
not all, programs are developed with a team approach. The
team consists of four members in a working unit which includes
a faculty member (attending physician) who is directly responsible
for the patient, a resident, an intern and a medical student.
The team worts as a unit on each patient admitted to its service,
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and manages patients through the outpatient service. House
staff work no more frequently than every third night..

Straight internships are offered in Internal Medicine, Surgery,
Obstetrics/Gynecology, Pediatrics, Psychiatry and Family
Practice, and residahcies are 'offered in All clinical depart-
ments including tadiology, Radiotherapy anddinesthesiology.

Advanced training (fellowships) a ffered in Oncology,

Infectious Diseases, Nephrology, diovascular Diseases,
Obstetrics/Gynecalogy, Endocrinology, Neonatology and Pediatric

Allergy; Postgraduate staff stipends are compatible with the

national market.

OBSERVATIONS

1. The training exPerience offered related to numbers of hospi-
tal beds; clinics,,emergency rooms, outreach activities, etc.
available in the clinical orbit of the Medical School are
clearly adequate for the training of house staff and students,
even if the two Armed Forces Hospitals affiliations are sub-

sequently dropped. The Medical College has effective control
of the quality.of ito affiliating and rotating relationships

through contracts and its own full and part-time faculty de-

ployed in the various settings. Where this does not exist,
there.is adequate input and involvement by the individual

faculty to assure the quality of these non-contractual depart-
.

mental rotations.

2, In the views of several,people, the hospital is already too'

small to accommodate the patient'load,'and in some respects

already obsolete. In the view of the Review Committee, this is

a universal complaint with regard to the development of facilities
of this type. 'The long period between the idea and the reality

is such that fora variety 6f.hard and soft reasons, there is

invariably an element of disappointment.

3. The house staff and some senior clinical faculty were con-

cerned over the lack of efficiency of the clinical laboratory

and the record keeping department of the hospital:

4. Despite what appears to some, including the principals, to

be a smoothly working administrative relationship, other pert:inns

interviewed feel that the academic influence of the Medical

School on the Howard University Hospital is considerably less

than optimali-leading to confusion and frustration on the parts

of some who are intimately involved with both (Hospital and

Medical School). As one person put it, "the academic and admin-

istrative influences in the hospital are estranged."

4 4
41/
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The Review Committee had the feeling that whatever good has
come out of the present system may have a lot to do with the
particular personalities and skills of those involved in the
key positions, and that with another cast of principals
operating in the present organizational system, there might
erupt problems of real consequence.

G. CURRICULUM

The development and monitoring of the College of Medicine's
curriculum is the responsibility of the Committee on Curriculum
and Scheduling. This Committee is composed of approximately 30
members and is chaired by the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs.
Recognizing the need for change, the Faculty went on a retreat
in 1971 to deal primarily with the problems in the curriculum.
So-called "learning oblectives" Were established. These are
utiltzed by each department, with assistance from the Office
of Medical Education, in the development of lectures, tests,
evaluations, etc. The latter office was established (July 1974)
to provide a variety of services through the use.of.educational
science in medical education. These services include: (1)

student testing and grading, (2) tutorial programs, (3) faculty
development, (4) special and experimental programs, (5) research.
The director of the Office of Vedical Education reports directly
to the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs.

The current curriculum includes four general medical programs:

1. Traditional four year curriculum.

This consists of four academic periods of 36, 36, 48, and 32
weeks each.' The basic sciences include the disciplines of
Biochemistry, Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, Microbiology
and Pharmacology. The 'clinical sciences include both theory
and practice through clerkships and conferences. TiMle is

available far elective courses in the form of lectures, re-
search projects, and seminars. Selected students may pursue
courses toward an advanced degree in one of the basic sciences.

2. Three year (33 month) curriculum.

Participation in this program comes about primarily through
self-selection. Candidates are reViewed by special sub-
committee of the Curriculum Committee. An upper limit of
20 students per year has been set for this program. The

graduating classesei 1974 and 1975'contained 7 and 12
students, respectively, from this category.1
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3. Extended curriculum.

This allows for completion of the medical program in five
years. An important component of this curriculum is, the Summer

Directed Study Program. This service is also available for
students in the four year program who have experienced some
a5ademic difficulty in the preceding-year.

4.- The BStMD CoMbined Education Program.

This is an abbreviated curriculum ppanning the premedical
and medical programs, and is -designed to allow students to .

complete the requirements for both the B.S. antIM.D. degrees
in six or seven years-instead of the traditional eight years.
This program is a cooperative one with the College of Liberal
Arts.

OBSERVATIONS

The basic curriculum is not expected to change in the nefr future.
However, significant modifications in course content and'scheduling
maY occur; e.g., creation of a new course to replace the fragmenta-
tion of content as presented in existin.4 courses; reordering the
schedule for more efficient toe of student and faculty time; and
improved pedagogical techniques and faculty development in student
evaluation. The newly established Office of Medical Education should
prove a valuable asset as the school attempts to improve the teaching

and learning process.

Beginning in 1977, students will be required to pass Part I of
the National Board Examination prior to promotion into the,third
year. What effect, if any, this decision will have on thelbasic
science curriculum remains to be seen.

H. DEPARTMENTS

I. Anatomy

General Description

A. Faculty: Full Time 15

Part Time 2

B. Percent of Total Faculty Effort

1. Teaching

a. Undergraduate medical s,tudents 35

b. Others 35

2. Research 15

4 6
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3. Service

4. Administration

Total

C. Budget (Current estiMate)

1.

2.

OBJECTIVES

a-

10

100

Non-Uniersity funds

University funds

r Total'

$312,603

105A1158

$686,961

1

h; To provide the student of anatdmy with the opportunity to
obtain a useful lanlifiage, a visual picture, and a functional
understanding of the normal structure of the human body in
all stages of its development from the egg to maturity.

2. To train graduate students with a thorough understanding of
some specialized areas in anatomyi including research techniques,
and to equip them with the tools necessary to carry out inde-
penderit research.

The department utilizes (the team approach in the teaching of
the general medical anatomy course. More specifically, the
course is divided into the following teams, consisting of 3
td 7 faculty members:

(1) Cell biology and histology, including eMbryology;

(2) neuroanatomy;

(3) gross anatomy.'

OBSERVATIONS,

It appears that the department is progressing well. The depart-
ment feels that the team approach to the teaching of anatomy will
allow for greater success in achieving it0 goal,of providing
students with an effective teaching and"fikkoratory experience in
anatomy. In addition, student perforpance on the anatomy section
of Part I of the.National Board Examination has improved markedly
since the implementation of the team approach.

There appear to be two major areas of concern in the department
of anatomy, namely, (1) an excessively high teaching load (medical,
dental, pharmacy, nursing, and graduate students), and (2) in-
adequate clerical help. The current student to 125211/ ratio is
approximately 40:1. A more preferable ratio would fall in the
range of 15:1.

4 7
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II. Blochemistry

General Description

A. Faculty:

42

Full Time
Part Time

B. Percent of Total Faculty Effort

1. Teaching

a. Undergraduate medical student&

b. Others

2. Research

3. Service

8

2

30

20

30

*5

4. Administration 15

C. Budget (Current e-stimate)

1. Non-Universi fund&

2. _University funds

Total 100

$ 70,557

280 929.

Total 061,486

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the basic medical courde in biochemistry are
to present the fundamentals of structure and metabolism of pro-
teins, carbohydrates and lipids. In addition, enzyme kinetics are
treated and the roles of hormones and vitamins are presented. The
broad goal is to prepare the student to understand the language of
biochemical science as he/she will encounter it in subse4uent
courses in medical school and later in his/her professional ex-
periences.

OBSERVATIONS

An analysis of the faculty, curriculum and teaching methods of
this department indicates a true capability for achieving the goal
stated above.' This is reflected by fhe fact that Howard students
recently performed better than the rest of the country on certain
parts of the Special Examination from Part 1 of the National Board.

. 48
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The graduate prograla is functioicing at less than its full potential,
due primarily to the lack of sufficient_funds and space. The
loss of training grant support has hurt the program tremendously.
The overall success rate for acquiring research funds is approxi-
mately 50%.

There is grave concern about additions to the currictilum which have
resulted in a reduction in the indepth treatmtnt of biochemistry

.

by the students. The following were presented bi the department
as areas of need:

A. . Additional faculty positions.

B.- Improved backup services for researchlaboratories

C. Teaching and research space
-

D. Research funds

III. Physiology and Biophysics

Ger1.1-aloDescription

A. Faculty: Full Time 13

Part Time 3

Volunteer 1

B. Percent of Total Faculty Effort

1. Teaching

a. Undergraduate medical student 30

"ip

b. Others

2. Research

3. Service

4. Administration

C. Budget

1. Non-University funds

2. University funds

I 9

40

15

2

13

Total 100

Total

$402,000

518 489

$920,489
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The primary teaching responsibility for.this department is the
basic medical course in physiology for medical students which
covers the principles of function and control of the muscular,
curdiovascular, respiratory, renal, alimentary, endocrine, and,
reproduCtive systems in man. Additional courae responsibilities

.

include: physiology for students in human 'ecology, besic medical
physiology (dental), physiology for pharmacy students, anatomy and
physiology for nursing and allied health professional students
and graduate students.

OBSERVATIaNS

This department is struggling with the problems of transition
inherent in ehoosing a new chairman. There is much concern about
the poot performance of students on courae exsims, as well as the
National Boards. Consequently, the,department is actively evaluating
its faculty, curriculum, examinations, etc., in an effort to
correct this situation. Student input is recognized as a vital
input to.this coordination process.

The needs of the department were stated as follows:

, 1. More,sqace for teildhing and research.

2. 'Additional faculey, clerical and staff positions

3. More time for research

IV. Microbiolom

General Description

A. Faculty: ,. FuIl Time 9

Part Time 2

"et/B. Percent of 1 Faculty Effort

1. Teaching

a. Undergraduate medical students 25

b. Others

f

55

2. Research 10

3. Service ..-

4. Administration 10

Total s 100

0
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C. Budget

1. Non-University

2. University

OBJECTIVES

Total

$751,81.0

227,427

$979,237

The objective of the medical school course tn microbiology is to
teach concepts and principles covering the extensive study of the
bacteria, fungi, viruses, and parasites which cause disease aa
well'as the imnunological and molecular biological events which
interface with the above mentioned organisms. In addition, the
basic and clinical aspects,of immunology are covered in the course.

This department is also responsible for the interdisciplinary course
in Infectious Diseases.. The objective of this course is to present+
to the students, the various clinical, preventive and basic
science aspects of disease due to infective agents in a comprehen-
sive manner.

OBSERVATIONS

This is truly a dynamic, dedicated department. Very bright and
highly competent faculty membets (largely black) have been recruited.

This department is struggling 141th a very Iteavy teaching load.
,A.pproximately 560 students are taught per year. Because of space
constraints, it has been necessary to teach 3 separate sections
of the same course. Under these conditions, the research'efforts
of the members of the faculty have been hampered,seriously.

The department appears to be doing an outstanding teaching job, as
.

witnessed by the fact that last year 827. of the students taking
National Boards Part I passed the microbiology section at 380 or
higher with a class average very close to the mean for the country.

There is 'much concern about the placement in the curriculum,of

the medical microbiology course. It is felt Strongly that this
course belongs in the sophomore rather than the freshman year.

V. PharmacOlogy

General Description

A. Faculty: Full Time 12

Part Time 6

Volunteer 5

Vacant
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B. Percent of Total FaCulty Effort

I. Waching

a. Undergraduate medical students . 60

b. Others 20

2. Research
0 15

3. Service 0.5

4. Administrative 4.5

Total 100

C. Budget

1. Non-University funds

2. University

Total

$357,172

366 616'

$723,788

The department utilizes multipurpose laboratories for small group
teaching. Self-instructional materials are made available to.the
students and a video-tape library of required laboratory teaching

.

Oexercises in gene 1 pharmacology and case presentations in applied
pharmacology has'e e.started.

In addition to what might be considered the usual objectives of a
department of pharmacology, this department seeks to train medical

q
students, physicia, , dentists, or pharmacists who are interested
in a broader pers P tive of the application of pharmacological
principles in their respective fields.'

OBSERVATIONS

All indications are that ttiis is a INry weil organized, productive
department. Student performance on departmental and National
Board examinations has improved. This is'attributed to (1) small
;group teaching and (2) improvement in the caliber and attltude
of the students. There appears to be a high participation in
interdisciplinary programs. The department is to be comended
for its success in the areas of research funding and research
productivity.

The major concerns explressed by the department were:

1. A need for more space - primarily for research involving animals
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2. Faculty recruitment

3. Additional funds to suppOrt research training

4. The necessity Of teaching'pharmacology twice a year in order
to accommodate students enrolled in' the accelerated program.

VI. pathology,
A

General Description

A. Faculiy: Full Time 19

Part Tine 2

Volunteer

B. Percent of Total Faculty Effort

1. Teaching

a. Undergraduate medical students 20.5

b. Other

2. Research'

3. Service

4. Administrative

C. Budget.

1.. Non-University funds

2. University

3. Hospital budget

OBJECTIVES

A. General Pathology

Total

Total

Total

18.9

21.1

28.5

11.0

100

$120,353

500 025

$626,378

TA13_,Z3t

$2,039,609

To present the basic principles and methodology of 5eneral
pathological processes through the use of lectures, laboratories

and group.discussions.

53
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B. Pathophysiology of organ systems

This course entails a systematic'analysis of the principal
lesions of each organ system. Tht.course iis*presented by
means of lectures, laboratory work (grosi and microscopic).
and student group conferences.

C. Laboratory diagnosis

I. To acquaint the student with the origin and development
of the red blood cells and white cells, the morphological.
classification of the anemias and the implications of
microcytic; normocytic and macrocytic anemias.

2. *To acquaint the students with certain clinical tests used
in laboratory diagnosis.

OBSERVATIONS .

The size of the faculty is limited, which results td (1) heavy,-
teaching loads and (2) insufficient trite for reseatch. The
department would like to utilize small group sessions. in presenting
the getteral pathology course. This is sometimes not possible
at the present.due to the absence of small conference rooms.

This is the onlyrbasic science department with ftspital service
responsibilities. Several faculty members arf paid by the hoApital.
A proposal for a Consultative and Referral Practicf Plan for the
department has been initiated and is under discussion.

VII. Physical ine'and Rehabilitation

The Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation consists
of one full professor, two full-time assistant professors;
one part-time assistaqt.professor, and eight part-time persons,
serving at the level of instructor or below. The Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation Service was established as, s
Division in 1963, but obtained Departmenta1 status in 1967..

There are two full-time physiatrists servin in this depart-
ment, assisted by a staff of 13 profegsiona and 10 clerical
and technical persons. There are no volunt er faculty.

Theseducational activities within the DePartment of Physical
/Medicine and Rehabilitation ihclude a freshman student course
entitled, "Introduction to Clinical Medicine." Concern is

7
expressed that medical students should be exppsed very early

' in their training to physical medicine and rehabilitative
services, in order to become more adcepting of the merits of
rehabilitative medicine, and the patient's need 'for the services
.performed by this department. In the core curriculum, 22 hours

54
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of didactic instruc ion, spread aver a four semester interval,
beginning in.ihe second semester,"is the format being used
by this department'

In:addition to providing undergraduate education for medical
students, clinical training is provided for physician and
occupational therapy students from the College of Allied -

Health Sciences. The department has approximately,1,200 square
feet of space-allocated for its use. This is considered
adequate by the departmatfial chairperson, but reportedly does
not allow the entire team to.work together. Twelve beds have
been identified in the new Howard University Hospltal to be

utilized by the Physical Medicine and Re5iglitation Department.

Inpatient Services of the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Department are confined to the Haward University Hospital.
Although the chairperson serves as consultant and member of
several advisory boards in the District of Columbia Department

Human Resources, Oe District of Columbia Division of Vocation-.
arWehabilitation, the Veterans Administration Hospital, and in a
number 4 other community telated activities, the incumbent finds

4 it virtually impossible, in terms of available time, to perform
any significant service beyond an advisory capacity for ihe
community. Consequently; the chairperson feels that the Physical
Medicine and, Rehabilitation Department is,not making a meaningful,.
impact on the- needs of the immediate District of Columbia
community. Enthusiasm and job satisfaction appeared to lie in
the rewards to be gained from effective and enthusiastic teaching
,pf undergraduate medical students and of the clinical instruction
of physical and occupational therapy stndents from the College
of Allied Health Scynces. Estimates of the research activities
of the members of-the department approximate 10 percent of total
effort. There is a Social and Rehabilitation Services teaching
grant of approximately $84,000. ;t.is felt ty.the departmental
chairperson that the heavy teaching_load, for both undergraduate
medical istudents and clinical Istudents from the College of Allied
Health Services, has required so much time that research activities
and other desirable pursuits must go lacking at this time.

.It should 134/Mentioned that the department head is serving as
chairperson of the Committee of Consultative and 'Referral
Practice and tFat she is, in fact, in favor of the establishment

of such a plan at the Howard University Hospital,

VIII. Medicine

-The department has 38'full-time faculty (six professors, 13
associate professors, nine assistant professors and ten
instrectors or below), 15 part-time faculty (four associate pro-
fessors, four aSsistant professors and seven instructors or
below) and about 10 volunteers who can be counted upon for

%.1
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sustained activity. There are no vacant funded full-time
positions. Ten of the full-time,facult4, are assigned to the
D. C. General Hospital and are redponsible for teaching and
patient care in that hospital. There are 12 sections in the
department related to areas of medical subspecialties.

The department is inVelved in undergraduate medical education
(regular and .accelerated programs) in years one, through four,
in core curriculum courses - with the' bulk of the core teaching
activity in the third year and to a lesser &vett in the fourth.
In addition to fouith year electives for medical students, the
department is engaged in a ha'avy teaching responsibility involving
nursing, dental, physician's assistant,, dietetics, occupational
therapy, physical theiapy and nurse practitioner students through-
out the school year.-

The department is responsible for 290 beds (150 at D. C. General
and 140 at HoVard pniversity) and supports 26130 house officers,
including 10 straight internships. The majority of residents
are.assigned to the Howard University Hospital and rotate on
occapion to D. C. General, since the numbers of total house staff
preclude regular assignments on rotation to D. C.- General.

It:mas apparent that scho-larly activity suffers considerably
because of the service and teaehing load of the department
related to its present complement of faculty. Further, problems
of promotion arise frequently, especially among younipt faculty,
due to lack of release time for scholarly pursuits. The chair-
man is obviously proud of his departmental staff. He describes
them as dedicated, young, energetic and extremely compftent, bUt
insists they aesperately' need release.time if theyare to maintain
their level and fully develop their potential in total academic
competence. Grants andfor contracis in this department amount to
about $438,000. -

The major concerns of the chairman and assistant chairman ire
the kack of time Lir scholarly pursuits. This,situation is
further complicated by the lack of sufficient volunteer faculty
(10 with sustained inpilt) to assist in the tetching and service
responsibility. There also is a real need for additional
residency slots for the H.U. Hospital Service and for.regular
rotations of house staff to D. C. General.

e.
--vIX. Surgery

411* department has 29 full-time faculty (five professors, four
associate professors, 12 assistant professors and eight in-
structors or below). Forty-seven part-time faculty (two pro-
fessors, one associate, professor, 26 assistant professors and
18 instructortai or below). The dephrtment has no volunteer staff
and has no vacant funded positions at this time.
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It is a young, rapidly growing departmea composed of.eight
divisions, with the recent addition of three other programs;
an organ transplant program, pediatric surgery, surgical
oncology and (in 1977), a plan to add a plastic surgery

o

program.

The department supports 32'house staff, 26 residents and'si4
interns, who are trained in H.U. Uospital and H.U. Surgical
Service at D.C. General Hospital. The department is responsible
for 123 beds at H.U. Hospital and a similar number at D.C.
General. The training is in general surgery with rotations
through the usual surgical subspecialties. The department,
in addition to'providing an educational experience for medical
students, has a responsibility for educational programs for
students from the College of Allied Health Sciences. The de-
partment provides a third year clerkship for eight week periods,
a fourth year clerkship for four week periods and senior
electives in general surgery and most of the surgical, sub-'
specialtles. All third year students rotate through the H.U.
Hospital and all fourth year students rotate through the H.U.
Service at D.C. General Hospital. Greater Southeast Community
Hospital and Norfolk Community Hospitals are not formal
affiliations but are considered for rotations.where house staff
are assigned for up to six months for general clinical experience.

Researcp is one of the chairperson's major goals: "dhsponsor
productive and imaginative.research not only in broad genergl
areas as cancer, shock, etc,., but alto in areas particulárlAr
related to Black people." While the chairman has been able to
recruit highly competent researchers to the department in
general surgery and the subsOecialties, limitations of time'
due to heavy service and teaching load's preclude developing
even minimal thrusts in research. .The research budget for the
department is less than $50,000. 'There.are no training grants
or contracts except for the development of a training program in

Ophthalmology ($70;000).

In addition to the chairman's concern over tHe paucity of re-
search carried out by his department, he has problems with space
for one of his divisions .(ENT) and this is compounded by the fact
that he is-attempting to recruit a new chief for this division
at the present time.

X. The Depar,pment of Pediatrics and Child Health

This Department has three divisions; namely, the Division of
General Pediatrics, the Division of. Medical Genetics, and the

Division of Child Development. The Departmental activities in
pediatrics are conducted by five full professors, five associate
professors, 10 assistant professors, and one instructor, all

5 !?
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full-time. There-are two associate and three assistant pro-
fessqrs and one instructor serving in a part-time capacity in
the Pediatrics Department. The volunteer faculty includes
four full professors, nine associate professors, 23 assistant
professors and 15 instructors. There are currently three full-
time, funded, available.vacancies at the assistant professor
level.

The education program in the Department of Pediatrics is-
t apparently a very active one for both undergraduate and graduate
students. In addition to teaching undergraduate medical students
and medical graduates in the residency program, the Department
has some unique activities in proCess. A program in cooperation
with the Departments of Botany and Zoology, on the main campus at'.
Howard University, is in progress, with students who ire Ph.D.
candidates stuaying human genetics. Moreover, the teaching
activities of the pediatrics department include didactic lectures
and demonstrations to physicians_assistants, dental (orthodontic),
occupational therapy, nursing,.pharmacy, and Physical therapy
students. Furthermore, in an effort directed to the study of child
development and family medicine, there is some related activity
including human ecology, social wokk and pedibtrics provided within
the framework of the medical school educatpnal program. The staff
is, for the most part, quite young and enthusiastic..

The Department uses four institutions for teaching,.with approxi-
mately 40% of the students being rotated through the service at
Howard University Hospital; and" another 407. on the Pediatrics
Service at the District of Columbia General Hospiial, where
four to five full-time faculty persons are located. Ten percent
of the students are assigned to the Walter Reed General Hospital's
Pediatrics Section, and another 10% to the National Naval Medical
Center, Dethesda, Maryland.

-

The Department Chariman feels quite a concern for the social
mission of his department, not only in terms of its providing a
tertiary medical facility for patients in the community, but
the necessity of the Pediatrics Department at Howard University
Hospital to provide regular care as the primary "Pediatrician
in Residence," to those persons residtng in the nearby community.''
The Department is.involved in a cohsiderable amount of re-
search,,having budgets approximately equal for funding from
research and training grants, and orginary departmental activities.

The Department Chairman pgrceives a need to become even more in-
volved in the community, and feels very strongly, that the
"arbitrary imposition" of a $25.00 clinic visit fee by the
hospital administration, in the recent past, will serve as a
stront deterrent to tO ability of the Department to serve low
income patients in thili.future. The increase in the fee to

1'
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$25,00 represents an increase of111/2 times the previous
$7.00 fee. Coniequently, the clinic visits have dropped quite
sharply in the Pediatrics Department.'

Additional problems reported,by the Di'partment Chairman include
the lack of availability of laboratory and other ancillary services
in the hospital after 500 p.m., as well as previously reported
delays in X-ray reports being entered an the patient's chart(s).
The participation of Family. Practice rebidenta on the Pediatrics
Service is not consideted to be satisfactorily carried out at this
time. In fact, it was noted that most of the Family Practice
residents do not rotate through the Pediatrics Service at Howard
University Hospital. The Department has eight'residency and five
internship positions. Two of the first year house-staff serve
on the outpatient newborn service and two on genetics.

The Chairman expressed the opinion that the 'Faculty Practice
Plan will impose no significant problems for full-time staff
members of the Pediatrics faculty as only two physicians in the
Pediatrics Department earn more than one-third of their annual
income'from outside activities.

XI. Obstetrics and Gynecology

In addition to the. Chairman, there are 3 full, 2 associate and
1 assistant professors', and 4 Astructora who serve as full-time
faculty. There are also 1 associate, 3.ass1stant professors and
2 instructors on a part-time basis. The volunteer faculty
includes I associate and 10 assistant professors and 16 'e

instructors.

This department is extremely proud of its record in terms of
the undergraduate thedical student performance on the National
Board. It is maintained by the Department Chairman that the
undergraduate medical students perform better in the section on
obstetrics and gynecology than in any of the other clinical
sections, and indeed, that their 'grades are above the national
average for that particular section of the examination. Hence,
they feel that their undergraduate medical teachin; program and
the experiences to which they expose their students, have equipped
the undergraduate medical students at Howard University to perform
exceedingly well in the discipline. Moreover, the Department
Chairman reports that approximately 20 students have been in
residence at the Howard University Hospital from the New England
area Sparticularly the Boston area). These students have presented
themselves for a clinical experience because of the reputation of
the department.

The postgraduate education program in obstetrics and gynecology
has some 25 residents in the field, with 6 residentg for each of

0-
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the 4'years of the program's length. There is one resident in
training assigned to the department from the Air Force of the
United States, making a total of 25. The facilities used for
training purposes by the Department include the Greater South.
east Community Hospital, District of Columbia General Hospital
and Providence Hoszital, all in Washington, D, C., where 14, 7,

and 1 residents are assigned, respectively. Additionally, 1
resident is allocated to the Norfolk Community Hospital,,Norfolk,
Virginia, and the remaining 12 residents are all assigned to the
HowArd University Hospital.

According to the Chairman, approximately one-third of the annual
admissions to Howard University Hospital are admitted to the
obstetrics and gypecology,service. He numbers the annual out-
patient load at 25,000 visits. There were approximately 1,300
deliveries at Howard University Hospital and 2,500 at the District
of Columbia General Hospital, half of which were on the Howard
University obstetrical.and bynecological service. Another 2,600
deliveries were reported at the Greater Southeast Community Hospi-
tal.

Regarding the Faculty Plan, the Department seemed to lack a con-
sensus in offering responses to the questions of the interviewers.

Several members ofothe full-time faculey from obstetrics and gyne-
colo present during thelnterview and various views sur-
facØ including the concern For some "grandfather clause" which
wotfld enable an individual who -had been a long time member of the
Dejartment, with outside office obligations, to make a satisfactory
tr nsition from.his present level of practice activities to one

that would be in conformity With the guidelines of whatever Faculty
Practice Plan evolves.

.

Additional complaints offered by DepartmehUmembers to the
Faculty Practice Plan'included several specific concerns. Those

concerns included geographic areas and facilities to be provided

within the hospital, and the adequacy of such facilities.
1

On the whole, the Department feels satisfiecrwith the performance

of its members, and is proud that it occupies a significaat role
in graduate training in obstetrics and gynecology. There are

approximately 108 to 120 black graduate medical students in the
various obstetrics and gynecology residency programs across the
country, of which 25 are located at the Howard University Hospital

and College of Medicine.

The research activities within the department and service retated
functions include a perinatology project which is located at the
District of Columbia General Hospital and supported by a grant,of

approximately $31,805. The Family Planning Clinic with a staff

of approximately 30 persons apparently provides a direct and
'meaningful service to the community immediately surrounding the
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hospital and, perhaps indeed, to the entire District of Columbia
community. According to the Chairdan, this family planning
service haa been relatively free of many of the criticisms
associated with such services in the past, and has received a
number of commendations from community groups.

The Department Chairman perceives the key problem to be a de-
.

creasing clinic load which is attributed to the recent increase
in the clinic visit fee from $7.00 to $25.00. It is felt by
most persoht in the Department, that this will significantly
diminish,their contacts with and their service to patients, The

Department.has appro*imately $800,000 provided in research and
trainihg grants andTh her sponsored program funds in addition
to approximately 000 which is budgeted through the Univer-
sity and the Howar4 University Hospital.

41
OBSEkVATIONS

It would appear that this Department will be one that will %ruly
be the measure by-which a successful evolution of a workabkd
Faculty Practice Plan can be evaluated. leis anticipated that
the objections raised by a number of the faculty members during
the interviews are representative of only a small part of the
resistance to be expected from certain Department members, should
consideration not be given for some of the corplex problems re-
lating to effecting a satiefactory transitiorPfrom previous
practice activities.

XII, Psychiatry

There are 15 full-time faculty (one professor, 600 associate
professors, seven assistant profbssors and five instructors or
lower), 29 part-time faculty (one professor, three associate
professors, ten assistant professors and 15 instructors or below).
There are 33 volunteer staff at all academic levels.

The Department is involved in a heavy teaching program involving
first,,second, third and fourth Year students in core curriculum
activities and fourth year electives. In addition, 20 or so
students per year come from other medical schools across the
nation. The major thrust in core curriculum activity comes in
the third year when students are given an intensive eight week
course in the Department. In addition, the Department provides
training for six or seven other health sciences disciplines.

The Departme-t flas eight residents. The Chairman feels this
number is considetably less than optimal.for the patient load,
which is spread among six local institUtions. This is also true
for the full-time faculty who are :?,iven the responsibility for
patient care in the several institutions.

"
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The Department has a modest involvement in outreach programs
and hopes to increase this involvement if given personnel and
adequate grant support.

The research thrust is minimal (about $248,000 in research and/or
training,grants) and this clinically oriented Department feels the
strong need for involvement in clinical research, given personnel
anirdollar support.

4. The major concerns of the Chairman and his senior staff are the
,rtlack of child and adolescent psychialfy programa for the purposes

of proviciing both a desperately needed community service and a
training experience for students aqd house staff.' rprther, con-
cern was raised Over the lack of re#1 liaison and,functiontil
relationship-with the other Clinical' fiervices and the-lack o
involvement on an integrated basis with the central campu
the area of psychiatric programs and problems.

i0
XIII. rainy Practice

Thit large service Department has three fuil-time faculty (one
professor, one assistant .professor and one instructor), 25 part-
time (seven assistant professors and 18 instructors or below) and
16 volunteer faculty. There is onA unfilled assoCiate professor-

4cship,in the Department. An interdisciplinary faculty involving
the traditional.specialty clinics °Medicine, Pediatrics, Social
Work, etc:ralso provides teaching in the Family Practice Program
for students and house staff and, indeed, many of the faculty in
medical specialties.hiNcjpint appointments.

The Department provides medical student training in all four years
through core curriculum courses, required preceptorshipa 'and other
ellectives, with the concentration of activity during the third and
fourth year in an eight week block. The Department also supports
the training of students in several 'other disciplines. This'activity
is provided through large ambulatory care settings, mainly at the
Howard University Hospital, but also'in affiliated institutions
(S.E. CommdnitY, Norfolk, Bethesda Naval, Walter Reed, and D.C.
General Hospitals and the Community Group Health Foundation, Inc.).

The Department has between 27-30 house staff and these are de-
ployed in the various affiliating institutions with the majority at
Howard University Hospital (18). The Department has ten inpatient
beds which are kept at 100 percent occupancy.

Except for one location (Community Group Health Foundation, Inc.),
the Family Practice Clinics are hospital based, but plans fur more
outreach activity are under consideration. They' also are develop-
ing an interdisciplinary approach to health manpower training and
health care delivery. Prominent in this is the clinical training
and deployment of physicians' assistants and other physician ex-
tenders in some of their clinical settings.

The majbr concerns of the Chairman and senior staff are the follow-
ing: (1) only three full-timsculty receive medical school

"
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salaries; the others are supported by the hospital(a) for perform--
ing basically a service responsibility; (2) they must continue to
mnkg,the fight for "legititilacy" among several of the key clinical
departments in the medical school and Howard University Hospital;
(3) the need for a closer academic relatinnship between the De-
partments of Family Practice and Communtty Health practice.

r.

OBSERVATION

Concerns are,identical to those in many health science centers
nationwide and reflect, the Review Committee believes, the usual
reluctance to ikcept change in the traditional departmental
structure of medical schools. Additionally, concerns from opponents',

of family practice departments across the nation reflect the issue
that the development of such a program lends itself to the develop-
ment of two standards of medicine and medical care in a given hospi-

tal. This Committee was not asked and, further, makes no value
judgement in this regard.

xrv, Community Health Practice

This Department seeks to -serve 'as a resource for research, education
and_servhe to students, house staff and other departments through
the applitation of biostatistic's, epidemiology, health care adminis-
tration and health.educationu the problems of community health, cam-

.

munity,hOlth service& and hea4h.care delivery. In addition, it serves
ft.

as a resource for research and training:innutrition and tropical dia-.

eases, %ncluding the laboratory-diagnosis of the latter as well as pro-
viding/programs and curricula in global epidemiology and.internat4onnl
healtb problems.

There are 10 full-time meibers of the Deliartment (two professors,
one/associate professor, two assistant professors and five instructors
or'below), six part-time faculty (one professor, one associate pro-
fc,tmur and four assistant professors), 27 volunteers at various academic
levels and two funded but unfilled positions at the level of professor.

It provides core curriculum courses to first (epidemiology) and
setond year (current urban health problems) medical students,
including in these offerangs, through an interdisciplinary training
program, training for nursing students and students from the
School of*Business Administration. In addition, it pro ides .

electives in biometrics, nutrition an-dkiropical disease i.

The Department is involved in a series of primary research pro-
jects, as well as being involved in several interdisciPlinary
research programs. The core budget for this Department is
$347,000 and the Department currently is generating about
$131,000 additionally in research grants and contracts.

The Department has no clinical responsibility, and therefore,
no house staff.

63
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The concerns of the members of the DepartriOnt centered-around

the,following: (1) the need for additional clerical support to
facilitate the prompt reproduction of materials for student and
public consumption; (2) a paucity of Universityprovided financial
resources for coununity service programa and (3) a lack of per-
ception by other Dbpartments and the teaching hospital of the
resources and philosophy, of the Department of Community Health
Practice and the necessity for negotiating a role in the college
and hospital for the Department.

OBSERVATION,

The Review Committee does not consider (2) above as h valid
concern, since the provision of fueding for Community ;service

programs is)flot generally considered as a function of an academic

health centar. This type of support is expectedoto be generated

by outside 1,2nding in grants and contracts, which this Department

is already doing very well.'

XV, 122a..111W1.11.1X11412.1a

;There are 6 full-time radiologists on the staff with 1 full-time
and 2 part-time radiologists supported by the Howard University

College of Meolicine and 5 full-time radiologists supported by'.

the Howard University Hospital.

The undergraduate educational program conducted by the Radiology

Deparement consists of four lectures to junior students. The r

Chairman.expresses the'desire to increase the number of yearly

lectures given to approximatelydadio 14. However, he cites

. "fixed" curriculum timeand th&tremendous workload of his itiff

radiologists Os a problem. In addition.to the undergraduate
medical education program ofilihe radiology department, there is a

graduate education program irtadiology for residents. A one

hour conference is held each day for the members of the radiclogy

department staff and the residerits in training.

The Department Chairman perceives his workload of 70,000 examine-

. tions annually as an overwhelming service task. He ebtimates his

service function time as apOroximately 807. of his total activities.

lie feels that since the Department has 5 physicians.that are paid

tram the Howard University Hospital funds, and only 2 full-time
equivalent physicians paid by the Howard University College of

Medicine, that the activities oi the Department are necessarily

directed largely toward service to hospitar patients. He feels

that he has a need for some 12 to 15 full-time staff radiologipts

based on the number of examinations performed it the Howard

University Hospital each year.

There is very little autreach and virtuallyeo research activities

,underway in the Department of Radiology at this time. The Chairman

perceives this problem as one largely related to the great service

6 4
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load.- He perceives the advent of a Faculty. Practice Plan as
providing an avenue for solution of some of the problems;
that is, obtaining additional full-time radiology staff members,
and'being competitive in terms of the salaries offepd sucti
peisons.

OBSERVATIONS,

It would.appear that the proposed plan indicated by the Depart-
ment- Chairman for practice within Howard University Hospital
would-be more rewarding monetarily for his full-time staff, and
enable his department to provide the necessary services to the
hospital with less strain on the Department. However, the
neceasary zeal and enthusiasm for research and teaching activitiea
are not associated with a price tag. Thus, it appears that an
effort should be made to generate enthusiasm among the Department!s
present members for More didactic activities and for clinical
research and to reduce concern about proper compensation for work/
done.

/
XVI. Radiation Therapy

The Department has five full-time faculty (one proftssor,,thr4e
assistant professors and three instructors), and one part-time
assistant professor and no volunteer staff. We were advised
that the Department and service is one of the best equipped
facilities in this area, and is an integral part of the new
Cancer Center being developed in the medical school. The total
eqyipment in the Department is valued at aver one million dollars.
The Chairman has a national reputation in this discipline.

By way of responsibility for education: the Department provides
a first year elective, a second year elective and three senior
electives for medical students. The Department has four residents
but could train double this number if the budgeted positions were
available.

The Chairman stated that the salaries he can offer in,recruiting
faculty ,are not competitive, but because of the excellent reputa-
tion of the Department, he has no trouble in recruiting young
faculty who stay for a short tine and then are replaced by others.

The Department at this time has no research funding, but antici-
pates same support via the Cancer Center in the near future.

Elsrnatology Department

The Department achieved departmental status approximately aix
months prior to the survey visit. The staff currently cong\ists

of four full-time faculty; one at the academic rank of full
professor; one at the associate profeasor level; and two at the
instructor level. There are approximately 12 to 14 other individuals
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illy) serve as part-time faculty, approximately one-twelfth to
one-tenth time, at the clinical professor, assistant clinical
professor and instructor levels.

The Department prOvides approximately nine clock hours of didactic
instruction for junior-medical students.. The required course in
dermatology is offered quarterly to the junior medical students. .

Sophomore and senior medical students may take electives in
dermatology, and it is istitimated thpt approximately 45 seniors,
in each class,' take electives in dermatology. In the graduate
education program there 4irg eight residents in dermatology, and
a medical resident is. tiltated regularly through the Department for
exposure to dermatologic:problems. Two beds have been identified
at the Howard Universit>Olospital for inpatient services to
dermatologic patiell.t.Dermatologic services also are-provided at
HowarkUniversitE_Hoapital on an outpatient basis with two clinics
in operation dail9, except Tuesday, with approximately 30 patients
being seen in eath clinic. In addition to the clinics at the .

Howard Universtty Hospital, dermatologic clinics are held at the
Diettict of Coiumbia and Lorton jails.

The research activities in the Department of Dermatology are
confined largely, to comparisoneof the efficacy of various topical
preparattons. This research is conducted through the sdpport of
relatively small grants from pharmaceutical companies. qesearch
occupies approximately 10 to 15 percent of staff Ume.

As for problems within the Department, one member felt that the
salaries provided for full-time'staff persons are inadequate. He

felt that the Faculty Practice Plan would be an appropriate s91u-
tion to inadequate faculty salaries. An additional problem
asserted is that the Dermatology Department's clinic space is too
small. It was noted that there are only two rooms allocated for
dermatology clinics and there are three residents who actually
Aprve in the clinic at any giVen clinic schedule. Consequently,

there is a cdmbersome block, precluding an even traffic flow
pattern for treating patients.

The observation is that this Department is in a state of transition
and needs to have some objective assessment of its present status,
goals and objectives. The Department should be provided with
reasonable assistance in order to allow a more effective work
flow pattern to emerge from the service.

XVIII. genter for Sickle Cell Disease

The Comprehensive Center for Sickle Cell Disease was established

by the Howard University Board of Trustees in the fell of 1971.

The primary goals and objectives of the Center are as follows:

1. Development and implementation of high quality total care for

the victims of sickle cell disease.

6 6
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2. Devetopment of educational and informational programs for
those at greatest risk from sickle cell disease and for the-
community at large.

3. Development of educational and training programs for the
medical personnel who are closely involved in the carp of
patients Olth sickle cell diseascN,

4. Further development and evaluation of methods of prevention
through screening for sickle and ot er abnormal hemoglobins,
followed by genetic counseling.

5. Performance of clinical-and basic. res arch to investigate the
nature, causes, and effects of sickle çell disease and its
potential control.

The main source of financial support of the,entr is the grant
awarded by the NIH. The amount aliarded was 474 for a five
year period (June 72 through March 77).

The personnel and staff of the Center are comprise of the'.core

staff and associate investigators in the College o Medicine and

Howard University Hospital. Tiley enjoy the cooper tion of an
association with members of various Departments and units within
the Center for the Health Sciences. The Director of the Center
reports directly to bile Dean of the College 'of Medicine.

OBERVATIONS

The comprehensiVe and unique natUre of the Center makes it an,
asset to the College of Medicine anti to the University. In

addition to its community.related educational activities,-the
Center has major teaching responsibilities within the inedical

school. A variety of highly significant basic and clinical
science research projects are in progress. These provide
excellent opportunities for an interdisciplinary approach to
the problem of sickle cell,anemia.

Progress and accomplishments of the Center may be summarized as

follows:''

1. Successful recruitment and appointment of a full complement

of'personnel.

2. Significant upgrading of the laboratory aspects of the program.

3. Significant progress in research activity.

4. Continuing efforts to provide maximum service to patients.

5. Progress in educational activities through seminars, summer
projects, postdoctoral fellowships, etc.

f;'7
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The major concerns df the Center appear to be (1) inadequate

space.ind (2) long range financing. Recently, the Center made a

plea.to the University for increasing financial support so that

it can achieve permanency and protection frOm the vagaries of

grant-sustained existence.

The community activities, the important potential contributions

to the education and research programs of the College of Medicine

and its significant participation in,the care of patients, all

make"the future development of the Center worthy of the maximum

support of the Un4Fersity, the College, of Medicine, and the Uni-

versity Hospital.

XIX. Cancer Reeearci Center

The Cancer Research Center and its hospital clinical coaponent, the

Howard University Hospital Department of Ontology, both under the

same administrative leadershili, have engaged in the develdpment

of a cOmprehensive cancer program. The objectives of the Center

are:A

1. To.develop programs of research that are designed to:

a. .Explore the major biomedical problems that becloud a clear

scientific understanding of cancer;

b. FOCUS on areas of unsolved cancer biology from multiple

disciplinary points of view;

c. Encourage collabocative ifterdiSciplinary basic, clinical

'and, combined basic-clinical research.

2. To provide valuable education programa to medical students,

interns, residents, fellows, feculty, allied health professions

a7d practicing community health workers.

3. To develop and implement community outrea0 programa for lay

and professional populations of the D. C. area consisting of

conjoint programs with other interested health agencies,

including educational programs, detection programs, treatment

programs, consultation services, an information system and

mass screening programs.

4. To encourage the development and implementation of multi-

disciplinary diagnostic and treatuent programs foi cancer

victims.

5. To continue the development of a truly Comprehensive Cancer

Center Program compatible with the National cancer Plan and

the subject Center's interests.
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In achieving these goals,,, it has been the policy of the Center to
bring together the interested and talented faculty and staff.from
_the health fields, the science fields, and the humanities in the
development'of a comprehensive cancer prograM. Departmental,
college and faculty barriers have been eliminated and a cohesive,
yet diverse, group of workers are involved in the overall effort.

613'SERVATIONS

.1While the soals of the program are being gradually adhieved,
progress has been slowed by the following:

. 1. Inadequate financial support. The Cancer Center (Core) GAnt
is insufficient to.meet the requirements of the prograill. The
'University and Hospital support, though appreciated and
larger than ever, is insufficient to meet.,the needs.

2. The lack of,Department status affects *vcruitment, fragments
clinical education and management of cancer 'patients, provides
for inadequate curriculum:input, and undermines effectiveness

.

of faculty participants by shifting their primary ob Ilation
from Ohcology to their prime traditional depa nt

3. The lack of discretionary funds from the National Cancer
Institute and the,Upiversity makes it difficultyto provide
the non-salaried support required when new investigators
and faculty are recruited.

The.Center anticipates consOetable'progress in obtaining ,more
Pinancial assistance through riew grant appiIcations, the University

'and the Hospital. Architectural plans for the Cancer Research
Center Building are due for completl,oft September 8, 1975. pround

'breaking is scheduled for November 1975. Department status is
being applied for to the College of Medicipe and they-are hopeful
for success in this regard.

I. RESEARCH AND GRADUATE TRAINING

A
Thi's research review of the Howard University College of Medicine
was undertaken to determine (1) its research projects umber

gand type in basic sciences, clinical practice, and or g ization .

of care: (2) its faculty's assessment of needed research relative
Ao its educational goals and philosophy: (3) specific research

.1 areas requiring additional or new funding: and (4) strategies
helpful to the College in achieving its research goals. Relevant
data were obtained from the College about research pOlicies and
activities and from group interviews with many of its adminiatra-
tors and-faculty. ,

Number and tyPe of research pro.:lects. f.pendix C shows the
distribution of research projects in process within the College
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during the 1)975 fitcal year, by major purpose or problem Under
investigation, by 4epartmental location and name(s) of full-time
faculty functioning-as principal or supporting investigators, by.'
funding source, amount, length, add'termilnation date; and by
disciPinary natufe (i.e., disciplinary,multidisciplinary, or
interdisciplinary). 4

,...___entareasFacultassessm.. Considerable heterogeneity
characterized of needed research.areasr
relative to the College's articulated educational goals and philoso-
phies. There.was general concensus that such research should reflect
clearly specific-faculty and graduate student interest, as well as
ieseardh areas.requiring-greater exploration for pragmatic purposes,
as in the case of sickle cell anemia. With, the specific exceptions
of the Departments of Microbiology, Biochemistry, and Pharmacology,
and the Cancer Research Center, greater stress was placed upon
disciplinary than'multidisciplinary research. Most of the individuals
queri0 stressed the need for continuation of present.research and
research expansion through theiprovision of Aeceisary and sufficient
physical resources. The most critically needed physical resource
Ors.perceived as that of laboratory space, followed by the need for
significant expansion of the-animal-care facility. Presently, much

research which might occar is severely hampered by inadeiluate re-
sources." Some faculty, and particularly those interviewed:within the
Department of Pathology, expressed strtingly.the need for sufficient
release time from instruCtional and other. duties to permit engagement
in pilot research studies essential to the development of major re-

d search grant-dpplications.

Research areas retquiring funding. The majority of the interviewed
faculty strongly emphasized the need for continuing funding for
on-going research projects or for expansion of those projects. In

addition,. a stress was plac'ed once again upon sufficient physical
resources (including space) which would enable research grant

applicants to become competitive. Some faculty noted specific
research prolects in which they could not participate Aue to

inadequate.support services. Emphasis was also placed upon sufficient
junding,for technical and/or clerical support, as well as necessary

- Monies for developing and maintaining account reporting systems for

existing and new research grants.

RecOmmended strategies. As generally indicated above, the five

most important problems affecting research as perceived by the

faculty were those of:

. Inadequate space.

2. Inadequate technical and/or clerical support.

3. Insufficient faculty release time for researN1.

4. Insufficient animal facilities. 71)
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.5. Insufficient resources for becoming com0e4tive respondents
to Federal requests for proposals (RFP's).

A majority of the faculty_were especially critical of the added
teaching obligations resulting from the four educational tracks
within the College and the increasing teaching demands being
placed'upoft them by other University components. While teaching
Ovefloads could be reduced through hiring of additional faculty
perschir.wa, a current problem was that of space for housing such
additional'faculty.

OBSEVATIONS 4

In general, it is difficult to criticize the research efforts at
institutions operating under minimally desirable research conditions,
except to note, of course, that such conditions should be improved.
'VeVertheleas, certain internal problems were apparent, with the
most important one being a need to emphasize and promote large-scale
iqterdisciplinitry studies. Within such a framework, attention should
,be focused on research or emergent research issues where the,results

A
would aid in ihcreasing the quality and quantity of,health tare for
&lacks.

Additional problems include those related to promotion,.fiscal re-
portini, and the paucity of on,-going research within the Department
of Psychiatry. Many faculty believed that promotion systems requiring
publications obligate an institution to provide opportunities for
publication, suas thrOugh research release time, adequate laboratory
space., and adequate supp-ort services. Emphasis should'be placed both
*upon competent instruction and competent published productivity in
full realization of the fart that both such phenomena are not neces-
sarily present within the same individual..

- .

Fiscal data available to the review team suggested the need for.a
careful examination of the extent to which research grants were

q subsidized by the College. In some instances, the total amount of
grant funds awarded was far less than the costs incurred by the
College for the program.

Inasmuch as,considerable current health research about Blacks has
focused upon aspects of mental health and treatment, the dearth of
similar ow related research within the Department of Psychiatry.was
surprising. Further, the somewhat greater emphasis upon behavioral
phenomena on the National Boards also suggest the opportunity for
the College to take a lead in helping to improve medical knowledge and

understanding of various black behavioral pateerns. Thus, some em-

phasis should be placed upon the development of competent behavioral

research within the Department of Psychiatry. Such research should

Include, but not be restricted to, the traditionally deviant be-

haviors of alcoho1f6m, drug addiction, and juvenile delinquency.
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More important problems which are.probably not reticavable intern-
ally are intertwined with the need for greater e4hasis upon
doctoral programs producing biomedical and behavioral-ttdical
academicians/scientists. Sucheprograms would generate research.

A notable example of doctoral research being so-generated (4nd, it
is important to add, under extremely-efarse resources) is found
within the program Of, the De'partment of Pharmacology. That doctoral
program provides one model which could well he emitlated by oth#r
Departments. _Even there,'however, sufficient funding is not available
to appropriately enhance the:quality of that doctoral program. In

any ase, inasmuch as the vicious cycle of insufficient research
(as (judged by 'standards for institutions with considerably greater
re urces) is inextricably interwoven with associated factors of
irrufficient monies and resources for attracting research-oriented
faculty and _students, every effort should be made to subsidize the,
College of Medicine for expanded doctoral programs wlthin the basic

sciences. guch expansion can only be successful if it enablee the
College to become and remain highly competitive in recruiting and
retailiing faculty and students.

J. OBSERVATIONS

I. MISSION

9,

The Howard University. College of Medicine should seek to provide
a broad base _of quality educational experiences in academic'

researh, .and .ervice areas, so as to extend student flexibility
in career selection. A major thrust should be placed upon the
'development of biomedical scientists, currently a glaring weak-
ness within the College. Such scientists are critically -needed
within various institutional settings as role models for black

students, in particular. Their increased presence could well

generate increased numbers of biomedical scientists and profes-
sionals in related areas. In addition, recent trends with respect
to behavioral scientists in the health-care areas suggest the need

for some concentration upon developing behavioral scientists as

well. Academicians competent in providing behavioral science

instruction in the undergraduate curriculum could be an asset

for the College.

A specific mission of providing training, research, and services

to minorities whose health and health.care phenomena were neglected

historically should remain within the larger mission. -But its

concentration should extend beyond those particular medical

phenomena typified by higher frequencies of incidence and Prevalence

wi.thin the black populations. It should include the wide spectrum

'of all preventive, diagnostic, and treatment modalities necessary-

for good health.care for that population.

Achievement 4 the College's mission also necessitates emphasis

upon pol4ical training experiences, so that students who wish
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to affect policy decisions about health care organization will
, be able to participate in pokicy decisions'fand implementation

from a solid base of knowledge and humane sensitivity.

U. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

There is evidence of a high degree of centralization of decision
making in the University. One of the particularly troublesome
areas 4 the centralization of services at the University levisk.
For example, the registrar's office of the University keeps all
student records. It has been difficult for the Medical College
to accommodate to this system. Thpre are long delays in getting
student records and transcripts dfid there are numerous errors.
The same is true of the fiscal office,with all of the accounting
and purchasing being handled at the University level. Even in the
case of the hospital, the fiscal officer for the hospital is an
assistant to the Vice President for Business and Fiscal Affairs
'and considers himself to have a direct responsibility to that
individual with only a staff-type relationship to the Director of-
the hospital.

The printing of catalogs and other publications also is done by
the central universifY and again there is evidence of substantial
delays and inaccuracies.

This characteristic tends to lead to a protective attitude on the
part of each of the schools And each of the departments. 'There
is, thus, a high degree of territoriality expressed and one finds
a relative lack of interdepartmental cooperation and comnunication.

Another obvious problem relates to the lack of feedback. A common
crtticism is that financial information is not given rapidly to
the departments and they havewgreat difficulty in finding out
where they stand in relationship to budgetary expenditures.

The institution recognizes some of these difficulties and4has
been working on the installation of a modern computerized fiscal

informational system. Unfortunately this system has not yet
been fully implemested and it will probably be ,several months

.before it is. Hopefully, when this is done it will provide more

timely and accuvate fiscal information.

The problem of other data storage and retrieval is being addressed

but the progress being made here is not yet substantial;

A side effect of centralized decision making is the uncertainty,

if not suspicion, that it causes in the minds of the faculty as

discussions on the faculty practice plan proceed. Since they are

not fully convinced of future accurate accounting and timely re-

porting they are even more reluctant to' see practice earnings

handled by the institution.
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It is evident that,the Dean of the Medical College hee.minimal
authority in relationship to the hospftal. It is true that he
sits on the executive committee but there is some question as
to whether this is more than en advisory-body with the governance
being in the hands of the Director and the Vice President for
Health Affairs together with a joint conference combittee, which
consists.of representatives of the hospital committee of the
Board of Trustees and several members of the executive committee
,of the staff.

The. Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs does recognize that he
reports to the Dean but by his awn statement, he spends most
of his time in activities in which he relates to the Director of
the Hospital.

It is fortunate that ihe individuals seem to get along well with
each other and the lack of any serious problems may be dUe'to
the peAsonalities involved rather than to the viability of the
organizational'arrangement.

It is .of interest that same officials with major responsibilities
for the administration and management of the health center did not
realize that the Federal appropriation was line itemed and that
certain funds were earmarked for the individual colleges. Indeed,
these officials had not seen the final appropriation documents.

III. FACULTY

Although the numberi of faculty have been increased, it is evident
that their workload is'still extremely high and a small amount
of time is available to the average faculty member to speild in
research activities. In eddition, there is a common complaint
that lack of adequate clerical and technical support in depart-
ments handicaps the ability to get work done more efficiently
and to engage in a greater amount of research.

Some concern was expressed by faculty that the criteria for
promotions depended too heavily upon research produc.tivity when
the ability to do this was severely constrained. It is interest-
ing to note that a faculty committee revised the criteria for
appointment and promotion and it would not appear that these
criteria are unduly constrainihg. Perhaps the most immediate
major problem related,to the clinical faculty is that of thv
absence of a faculty practice plan. For many years, the insti-
tution paid salaries far below national averages. The hospital
available was an old building which was relatively undesirable
and thus the earning potential of faculty was limited. Of
necessity, faculty were permitted to conduct a practice outside
the institution and were able to utilize other hospitals.

74
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More recently, it has become obvious that there are questions
of inevity and the previous survey pointed to 'the importance
of developIng'a faculty practice plan anticipating that there
would be an institution adequate to accommodate all of the
needs of the clinical facUlty. There has evolved a variety of .

different arrangement& and this will make it exceedingly
difficult to develop a single plan without a great deal of
negotiation. As an example, some of the faculty have a partner-
ship or corporate arrangements with other physicians, some of
whom are not involved heavily in. the University Hospital. How7
ever, there seems to be a commitment on the part of the adminis-

. tration to proceed and a great deal of work has been .done to.
develop a set of general principles together with.a display of
some of the alternative forma which a faculty practice plan
might take.

.The new hospital.is now available and should,prove to be highly
,attractive so that)there is no longer alny r bstacle to the
'development of a faculty practice plan exce or the reluctance
of the faculty themselves.

,

Based on the experiences that other institutions have had, it
can be anticipated that this development.will be difficUlt and
it perhaps is even more complex than that seen in many other
institutions. Consequently, the survey team will again rtnommend
that such a plan should be devieloped in order to allow the insti-
tution.to be fully accountable to the public for the way in which
it utilizes funds in the support of clinical faculty. On the
other hand, it is to be hoped that a great deal of discretion
will be used and sympathetic understanding given to the institu-
tion as it struggles with this difficult problem.

IV. CURRICULUM

The institution is to be commended for giving a4ariety of ,

curricular tracks to meet the needs of different types of
students. There is no doubt that the four different options
do serve to accommodate most of the reasonable needs and the
summer programs allow students who have deficiencies to correct
these, thus resulting in salvage of a large number who would
otherwise he dropped from medical school completely. However,
this multiple curricular track is costly. There are obvious
inefficiencies that must be accepted and it becomes doubly

.'complex when the basic science departments must also ac ommodate
to curricular changes in other schools for which they rovide

basic science teaching. Consequently, an institutio yith a
limited faculty puts an additional load on these individuals
throw* these offerins and this further detracts from the amount
of free time available to faculty *for research and graduate
trainin(7,.
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V. PATIENT CARE FINANCING

Probably the major issue of financial significance towthe uni-
versity is the financing of the patient care program. For many
years the Freedmen's Hospital had the mandate to provide care
to all of the patients who presented themselves and it is
probably fair to say that the hospitalization and medical care
of indigent people (largely Black) in the Washington area has
been given by two institutions - the Freedmen's Hospital (now
Howard University Hospital) and the)). C. General Hospital.

The legislative act which transferred ownership of the Freedmen's
Hospital to the University also required that there be a plan
produced, within two years of occupancy of the hospital, which
would have as its objective placing the hospital on a self-
sustaining basis. AlthRugh the new hospital will enable the
institution to attract patients who can afford to pay, it seems
unrealistic to expect .that a goal of self-sufficiency can be
achieved unless some form of National Health Insurance is to
provide-payment capability for those who are currently medically

indigent. This financial load affects not only the hospital
budget and creates a deficit which must be subsidized but it also
has an impact on the medical school budget. Professional services
are given by the faculty to large numbers of patiepets from whom

they receive no payment. Consequently, if their incomes are to
be sufficiently high to remain with the Universi, it is
necessary to pay their entire salaries (or the bulk of their

salaries) from the Medical School budget. This results in the
Medical School budget being used to subsidize some portion of
the professional care given to patients in the University Hospital.
In the cost study done in 1972, the percentage of faculty time
devoted to such activities was identified as having a dollar
value in excess of $800,000.

A related issue became evident in some of the discussions with

the interns and residents. If the institution is forced to limit
services to people who do not pay in order that it can become

self-sufficient and, if the attractiveness of the hospital is

improved and larger numbers of paying patients pre brought in

from a broader community, this will have the retult of diminishing

services to that indigent population currently being served. The

students and residents feel very keenly that a societal injustice

may be Oone.

In ditcussipg this issue with the administration, it was evident

.that they *recognize the problems. It is.their hope that financing

solutions can be found to enable them to contime the mission

to the poor people of Washington but they may have no recoOrse

unless such funding is assurred.

76
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III. CLINICAL DEPARTMENTS

That portion of the team responsi le for, reviewing the clinical

i

departments waa impressed with th enthusiasm, dedication and
excellenc MIT the chairmen and th se members of the staff who

...were inte%iewed. Several common!concerns were registered and
these are noted as follows: \

(1) The lack of clerical support for both small and large
departments.

(21 The lack of time for scholarly pursuits, including
dresearch and,publishing, due to the excessive service
and teaching loads (a universal concern during thii
review). .

-

(3) The clinical laboratories and the Records Department
in the hospital have not yet achieved a desired level
of efficiency.

(4) The need to develop more cooperative and positive re-
lationships with the nursing service in'the hosiiital
which could be achieved'in part by making some modifica-
tion to the present administrative organization.

(5) The lack of sensitivity to the academic and patient
care needs of a teaching (university) hospital on the
part of Howard University administrition at the highest
levels.

(6) A lack of communication between faculty and the "power
structure" of the Medical School which leads on the
part of the former to frustration, suspicion, a
credibility gap and ultimately a lack of confidence in

. the leadership.
(7) The concern that receixreetvases- in the charges to

, patients for outpatient visits will change the patient
profile and decimate certain clinic-W1 services (notably
Pediatrics and Obstetrics, which depend upon the young,
man)P of whom are poor, for the majority of their case

.. load). Increased charges may result in a departure-
' from the trpditional policy of Providing quality health
1

. care for the poor, to which the old Freedmen's Hospital
i;as dedicated. .

.

(8) he senior staff of the Department of. Community Health

,
Practice related as one of their major concerns the
lack of perception by the other Atpartments,and,the
hospital of the resources and skills of the department
and the necessity for the department to negotiate a
role for itself in the college and hospital; During the
interview with the chairmen and senior staff of the De-
partment of Family Prac(tice, theyAndicated a strong desire
to have closer academic ties with the Department of
Community Health piactice in a mutual.ly supporting set
of programs and academic activities. On the basis of
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:the foregoing, the Review Committee sees this as an
excellent idea, supporting the needs of both depart-
ments and taking advantage of the under-utilized and
unique resources for service and especially research,
which the Department of Community Health Practice
possesses.

K. coucLusIon mmincammopATToNs

With a few minor changes, the .summary and concliusion written by the
Survey team in 1964 could be repeated at thil time,. It is not that
the institution has stobd still, bat the changes in society and the
growth of medical schools throughout the country leave it in a relative
position which is unchanged. Changes in national health policies
which can be anticipated in the near future make it urgent to reach
decisions on this University rapidly. Thus, the Survey team presents
its conclusions in a form which identifies the responsible area for
decision making.

a. Those issues which must be addressed b the Federal Government -

k)
alone.

(1) Student financial aid - The student body/at Howard Univer-
sity has a financial need which is eXceptional in magni-

tude. There is no other identifiable source for more
support pther than from the Federal Gevernment if the
graduates are not to be burdened by undue indebtedness or
work during school to the detriment of their learning.

(2) Patient Care Financing - If the University Hospital is to
continue to serve the population now being served, tlite

increasing costs.must be met by some type of public financing
(National Health Insurance or direct subsidy from the District
of Columbia or the Federal Government). At the moment,

scarce educational resources and funds must underwrite some

of the costs of patient serviCes.

(3) Physical Plant - Fortunately there have been substantial

additions accomp-Lished or committed (Hospital, Basic Science

building currently being planned). A few relatively small

needs must be added: specifically, an adequate library,
expanded Animal Care Facilities and a research building.

(4) Timing of Budgetary Allocations - The current method of

allocating the Federal appropriations leaves the university

in an uncertain position and mitigates against efficlent

planning and implementation. Often the actual amount of the

allocation is unknown until affier the beginning of the

academic year. Serious consideration should be given to for-

ward financing or some comparable technique for solving this

problem.

h. Those isgues which must be addressed by the University itself:

6
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\

(1) Organization and Administration - The current organiza-
tion with its high degree of centralization.of services
and decision-making is particularly handicapping to the
medical college and hospital. The incompatibilities of
student record systems, personnel systems, fiscal data
systems, etc. with the unique requirements of a combined
educational and service endeavor suggest a reexamination
of the current organizational methods and styles. Greater
decentralization of operating responsibilities need not
vitiate the principle of unity of purpose and policy, but
rather may facilitate the achievement of that,objective.

(2) Faculty Practice Plan - The absence of a faculty practice
plan makes it impossible f,or the institution to be fully
accountable to the public and may even resul in lacklof
effectiveness of income utilization.. It is ecognized
that progress is now being made and that it as not possible
to implement such plans until the new hospit I Was avail-
able. Although the risks in the development of such a plan
are high and there have been grave difficult es in all insti-
tutions undergoing this transition, it is ne ertheless manda-
tory that-a reasonable target date be establ shed now for the
accomplishment of this task.

c. Issues which must be addressed jointly by the Univ rsity and the
Federal Government:

(

(1) Broadening the mission of the College of Medicine - Although
a scholarly environment expressed through faculty research
and graduate teaching is necessary and desirable as an

466 atmosphere to enhance the learning of medical students,
there is yet another even more compelling reason to develop
the component of the mission at this time. The objective of
providing opportunity for entry intd medical school for
black youths is now being shared, to some extent, by all
institutions in the country. However, it is not true that
blacks have achieved anything approaching equal educational
opportunity. To do this requires, among other things, that
the very young be motivated and encouraged to put forth the
effort and this eequires role models with which they can
identify. In the area of medical education, there is an
obvious paucity of black academicians. If. Howard is,to
adequately fulfill its total mission to black people, it
must participate in the production of these teachers and
investigators. Indeed, any university which does not con-
tribute to the pool of scholars is parasi.tic on the other

institutions. To accomplfsh this objective, it is necessary
to enlarge and enhance the research and graduate training
programs which are currently far below desirable levels for
a medical school.

The-Federal Government has been largely insti-umental in

funding research activity in the institutions of the country
,
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as a whole. However, it is unfortunately true that the
current constraints and higher degree of competitiveness
for such funds will present an obstacle to this Unipt-
sity until it'first Achieves an improved standinie"Thus,
consideration must be glven to the importance of this ob-
jective and funding would be needed to:give the faculty
the time and the resources. Funds alone, however, are not
enough. The Untversity muet also comMit itself to this
Objective and reexamine its faculty development programs,
_appointment and promotions policies, and provide the environ-
ment which encoUraged the exercise of true scholarship.
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Washington, D. 0/20001

College of Medicine
Office of the Dean

. Schedule for-
U.S. Office of.Education Survey

of the
Howard.University College of Medicine

Monday, June 2, 1975

9:00 a:M. Administration (Dean's Conference Room - Room 2026)

APPENDIX A

Marion Mann', M.D.
Dean

Eleanor I. Franklin, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Academic Affair's

Refd E. Jackson* Ed.D.
Associate Dean
Student Affairs

Philip R. Roane, Ph.D.
Chafieman,

Research Commitxee

Miriam S. Wiley, Ph.D.
Director
Office of Medical Education

. 11:30 a.m. Tour of College of Medicine

12 noon Lunch with Members of Filculty,
Involved in Research (Dean's Conference Room)

Marion -Mann,

Dean
q.

Robert F. Murray, M.D.
Chief
Medical Genetics Unit:

Philip R. Roane, PAID.
Dep rtment o/f Microbiology

"K

All n F. Calvert, Ph.D.
Med cal Genetics Unit

Balwant Ahluwalia, Ph.D.

Department ot.Obstetrics-Gynecology

\_
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3:00 p.m.

4:00 p.M.
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Willie Turner, Ph.D.
Chairman'
Department of Microbiology

rod

Interviews with Department Chairmen
and Center Dire"ctors

Suite 132? Conference Rooms

GROUP

Anatomy
(Dr. Leak)

Biochemistry
(Dr. Marshall)

Microbiology
(Dr. Turner)

Pathology
(Dr. Jackson)

Tuesday, June 3, 1975

9:06 a.m.

a.m.

*

12 noon

Pharmacology
(Dr. West)

Center for Sickle
Cell Disease
(Dr. Scott)

Lunch with Students
(Dean's Conference Room)

Donald C. Thomas, III
Sophomore StUdent .

Frederick J. Corder
Junior Student

Rudolph V. Foy
'Junior Student

GROUP II

Dermatology'
(Dr. Kenney)

Physical Hdicine
and Rehabilitation
(Dr. Hastings)

Radiology
(Dr.. Press)

Radiation Therapy
(Dr. Henschke)

Pkmily Practice
(Dr. Matory)

Community Health Practic
(Dr. Shepperd)

Medicine
(Dr. Townsend)

Obstetrics-Gynecology
(Dr. Clark)

Kathi A. Flowers
Junior Student

Deborah A. Manning
Junior Student

Roger Smith
Senior Student
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2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

p.

Clarine Cdker
Senior Student

GROUP I

Animal Section
(Dr. Collettd)
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Cancer ftsearch Center
(Dr. Wite)

5:00 p.m.

Es,

Hospital Administration
Howard University Hospital
Dr. #ncent Rolm
(Medical,Director)

' Meetin with Memilers of/
House Staff of Howard- -

VUniversity Hoi;pital

Pearl Carpenter, M.D.
Reiident-Ped,iatrics

Glen Johnson, M.D.
Resident-FamilioPractice

Phil Price, M.D.
Resident-Obstetrics/Gynecology

Wednesday, bine,4,A975

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

12 noon

0

-Hosea M. Thomas
Senior Student

Franklin Garmon
Senior Student

GROUP II

Psychiatry
(Dr. Bullock)

Surgery
(Dr. Leffall) .

Neurology
(Dr:. Wood)

Robert Carter, M.D.
Resident-Family Practit

0 Paul Alexander, M.D.
Rotating Intern

Meeting with Vice P;esident
for Health Affairs.

Carlton,P. Alexis, 14.D.
(Room 203 Freedmen's Annex 2)

.Executive Sessipn Of Survey Team °

onch with Junior Members of Akculty TSU1te),132 Conference RooM)

David B. Henson, Ph.D.
Department of Biochemistry

A

H. Lloyd Garvey, Ph.D.
Department of Pharmacology.

Roy L. Schneider, M.D.
Department pf Surgery

63 J. Rodman Ransome, M.D.
Department of Pathology

.
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Department of Fawily-Practice

Meeting with President
James E. Cheek, Ph.D.
(Administration Building)
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APPENDJX B

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
. BUDGET 1974-1975

MEDICINE
SUMMARY

4,

DEPARTMENT SALARIES

Administration $ 329,324.58

Cont\inuing Medi-
cal Education

Office of Medi-
cal Eaucation

,Anatomy

Biochemistry,

Community Health
Practice

RPI-2049-Reserve

Family Practice

RPI42049 Adminis-
t;ation

Medicine

Microbiology

Neurology

Non-Teaching
Reserve

Obstetrics and
Gynecology

Pathology

Pediatrics.

RPI-2049
Pediatrics

Pharmacology-

Physical Medicine
and Rehabilita-

tion

(

48,265.41

333,353.26

253,651.94

314,072.21

14g,

5,878.00

60,482.06

2,000.00

1,092,833,40

280,649.82

68,862.84

17,385.48

38,698.09

J6,052.15

548,747.31

5,822.31

318,895.41

24,359.71

WAGES
SUPPLIES
AND

EXPENSES
EQUIPMENT TOTAL

$14,230.00 $ 29,022.88 $ 2,659.00 $ 375,272.46

M. MOM 4,000.00 Or 4,000.00
M

3,788.00 63,843.00 4,968.00 120,864.41

4,000.00 23,680.00 11,325.00 372,358.26

1,500.00 18,500.00 8,770.00 282,429.94

1,500.00 13,352.00 2,952.00 331,876,21

21,930.00 me. 27,808.00

11,000.00 3,000.00 74,482.06

25,000.00 29,000.00 56,000.00

3,528.00 25,180.00 12,900.00 1,134,441.40

011. 17,800.00 12,352.00 310,801.82
r

74. 6,400.00 1;500.00 76,762.84

dm, 17,385.48

450.00 11,231:00 3,500.00 313,879.09

2,516.00 27,000.00 16,566.00 474,134.15

16,337.00 13,197.00 578,281.31

5,822.31

2,521.00 34,200.00 11,000.00 36,6,616.41

4,500.00 6,399.00 35,258.71
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY MEDICINE
BUDGET 974-1975 SUMMARY

DEPARTMENT .SALARIES

Physiology
Byophysics

$ 44,400.14

Psychiatry 216,123.56

Radiciogy 34,236.40

RPI-2049 Obste-
trics and Gyne..

cology

.

10,431.97

Radiation Thera-

'PY' 20,076.92

Audio-Visual Aid 95,162.09

Animal Section 112,499.75

Printing, and Re-
production

Purchasing ' 38,4.83.92

Staff Benefits ---

Surgery 823,458.84

Teaching Retadve 8,909.15

Cancer Research
Center

Center for Sickle
Cell Disease M
RPI-2053 Vivian B.
Allan 44,268,61

RPI-2054 Vivian B.

Allan 35,053.39

4

,

. Total $6,379,166.01

Less Credits
Animal Section) ---

Total $6,379,166.01

WAGES
SUPPLIES
AND

EXPENSES
EQUINENT TOTAL

$.1,178.00 $ 23,692.00 $ 13,810.00 $ 481,080.14

13,0801;00 3,500.00 232,703.56

..--
3,330.00

..

6,800.00 2,000.00 46 366.40

0

--,.. --. - - .. i0,431.97

7,800.00 4,005.00 31,881.92

5,296.00 9,000.00 15,650.00 125,108.09

7,000.00 45,484.00 5,500.00 170,483.75

4

2,000.00 .11., IMO 68,719.29

--- ,5,332.00 250.00 44,065.92

--- 583,791.62 --- 583,791.62

2,802.60 , 28,397.00 14,290.00 868,948.44

MMPEEP MP ME 8,909.15

1,000.00 gap 1,000.00

Mmir 1,000.00 Mr MP MP 14000:00

MP 4ME m40 44,268.61

4ED 4M1 _ M M OE 35,053.39

$78,639.60 $1,084,352.50 $170,129.00 $7,712,287.11

. ,

- - _ 66 882.00' 66 882.00

$78,639.60 $1,017,470.50 $170,129.00 $7,64cr,405.11
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BUDGET 1973 - 1974
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DEPARTMENT SALARIES WAGES

Administratioq $ 308,034.81 $ 14,230.00

Staff Benefits

Ford Foundation
RPI-2049 Adm 2,000..00 25,000.00
A

Student Testing 35,860.41 1,788.00

Academic Reinforce-
ment Program 8,208.00 2,000.00

Service and ,Supplip
Animal Section 100,427.49 7,000.00
Purchase Section 35,767.00
Audio-Visual Aids 81,290.19 5,296.00
Printing and Re-
production. 62;794.80

Allied Health
Sciences 57,300.83 868.00

.

Allied Health Science
Reserve 286,548.00

Anatomy

Biochemistry

Community Health
Practice

Family Practice

Medicine

Ford Foundation
RPI-2049 MED

Microbiology

Neurology

Psychiatry

Obstetrics And
Gynecology 273,06

9 ?.
6.04 450.00

269,303.98

194,588.74

221,573.40

32,837.00

1,068,296.34

5,878.00 .

237,635.46

40,996.98

135,192.75

MEDICINE

SUMMARY

SUPELIES
AND

. ' EXP,ENSES

EQUIPMENT TOTAL

4,000.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

_

3,878.00

$ 28,087.00 $ 2,695.00 $ 353,046.81

465,291.00 465,291..000.111=11.

29,000.00 56,000.00

39,222.00 2 218.00 79,088.41

24,621.00 2,750.00 37,579.00

40,904.00 4,000.00, 152,331.49
5,332.00 250.00 41,349.00
9,000.00 15,650.00 111,236.19

2,000.00 64,794.80

7,958.00 1,000.00 67,126.83

95,552.00 17,900.00 400,000.00

19,680.00 8,825.00 301,808.98

14,100.00 6,270.00 216,458.74

7,352.00 1,952.00 232,377.40

3,000.00 2,000.00 37037.00

22,480.00 12,600.00 1,107,254.34

mge mew 5,878:OD

11,505.00 10,852.00 259 992.4.

4P--- ,40,996.0

6,380.00 2,000.00 lt,572.75

8,231.00 2,000.00 283e 687 04

bit
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UDGET 1973 - 1974

82 MEDICINE

SUMARY

DEPAR SALARIES
SUPPLIES

WAGES AND EQUIPMENT
EXPENSES

TOTAL

ME-RPI 2049 OB-GYN $ 10,392.00 $ _ $ $ $ lo,3c.00

Pathology 560,314.05 2,51.00 21,400.00 15,066.00 399,296.05

Pediatrics 489,545.29 13,337.00 11,697.00 514,579.29

Ford Foundation
RPI -2049 PED 5,80D.00 5,800.00

Pharmacology 272,092.71 2, 521.00 26,200.00 9,500.00 31.0,313.71

Physical Medicine
and Kefiabilitation 22,265.00 3,500.00 4,500.00 30,265%00

Physiology and
Biophysics 373,142.11 1;178.00 19,692.00 12,310.00 406,322:11

dRadiology 33,271.00 3,330.00 5,800.00 1,000.00 43,401.00

Radiation Therapy 18,000.00 6,800.00 1,005.00 25,805.00

'Surgery. 745,297.07. 2,80.60 24,397.00 11,790.00 784,286.67

Vivian B. Allen
Foundation 79,322.00 791rni.00

ME-RPI 2049 Reserve 21,930.00 21,930.00

Non-Teaching Reserve 6,515.48 6,515.48 -

Teaching Reserve 3,514.00 - 3,514.00

-1972-1973 Government
Reseive 1,750.00 4,797.00 6,547.00

1974.Government
Reserve 549,240.00 170,36110 30,399.00 750,000.00

Gross Budget $67426,250.93 $79,,857.60 $1,154,862.00 $195,026.00$7,855,996.53

Less Credits:
.f (66,882.00) -7" (66,802.00)

NZt Budget 0.26,250.43 $79,857.60 $1,087,980.00 $195,026.00$7,789,114.53

ON.
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MEDIdINE
SUMMARY

'DEPARTMENT
I

SALARIES wAGES
SUPPLIES

AND
EXPENSES

EQUIPMENT TOTAL

Administration $ 376,045.13
Continuing Medical

OD el, IMO IMOEducation
Office of Medical
Education 52,471.15

Anatomy 352,825.51
Biochemistry 250,478.73
Community Health

Practice 323,537.95
RPI 2049 Reserve 5,878.00
Family Practice 63,039.21
RPI 2049 Adtinis-
tration 2,000.00

Medicine 1,051,381.45
Dermatology 122,974,57
Microbiology 278,469.43
Neurology 74,876.63
Non-Teaching Reserve 6,750.20
Obstetrics and,Gyn 308,314..62
Pathology 393,146.97
Pediatrics 533,841.31
RPI.2049 Pediatrics 3,829.84
Pharmacology , 340,388.43
Physical Medicine

m.add Rehabilitation
Physiology/Biophysics 433,972.39
Psychiatry 226,391.29
Radiology 55,309.33
RPI 2049 Obstetrics

and Gynecology 10,471.94
Radiation Therapy 27,430.68
Audio Visual Aid 74,343.65
Animal Section 164,153.15
Animal Section -

IMO OP O.Credits
Printing and Re-

production 74,534.17
Purchasing. 41,609.70

PO ma eeSta.ff Benefits

Surgery ' 944,300.05
Teaching Reserve 16,669.35
Cancer Research Centrr :48,336.64
Sickle Cell Disease 43,204.20
4RPL2053 Vivian B. Allen 46,882.88
RPI 2054 Vivian B. Allen 48,567:49

$14,230.00

4111,11

3,788.00
4,000.00
1,500.00

1,500.00

MO el, IMO M.

25;000.00
.3,528.00

350.00
warm
memPOP

aMen

450.00
2,516.00

2,521,60

de MI 00 e

1,178.00

3,330.00

.

----
5,296.00
7,000.00

m. me eI

ms,

.0 IMO de OD

ei.fe wele

2,802.60

-le M. M.

es de Ole Pe

.01,miseres

$ 49,517.12

4,000.00

63,843,00
23,680.00 .

18,500.00

13,352.00
2,180.00

12,500.00

45,000.00
26,080.00
2,300.00
17,800.00
6,400.00

11,231.00
27,000.00
16,337.00

34,200.00

4,500.00
23,692.00
13,080.00
6,800.00

NI SW UPC

7,800.00
9,000,00

45,444.00

(60,000.00)

2,000.00
5,312.00

632,902.91
, 28,397.00

4110

1,000.00
1,000.00

$ 2,695.00

----

4;968.00
11,325.00
8,770.00

2,952.00
el, ee m.

1,500.11!Is

12,000.00
1,200.00
12,352.00
1,500.00

3,500.00
16,566.00
13,197.00

11,000009\

6,399.00\

13,810:00
3,500,00
2,000.00

el, eV OP =IP

4,005.00
15,650.00
5,500.00

M. MR OF Mit

250.00
me ...maw

14,290.00

P

$ 442,487.25

4,000.00

125,070.15
391,830.51
279,248.73

S41,I41.95
8,058.00

77,039.21

72,000.00
1,092,989.45

126,820.57
308,621.43
82,776.63
6,750.20

323,495.62
439,228.97
563,375.31

3,829.84
388,109.43

10,899.00
472,652.39
242,971.29
67,439.33

10,471.94
39,2S5.68
104,289.65
222,137.15

(60,000.00)

76,534.17
47,191.70

632,902.93
989,789.65
16,669.35
9,336.64

44,204.20
46,882.88
48,567.49

Total $6,756,422.04 $78,989.60 0,094908.05 $168,929.00 -8,099,248.69

9.9
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APPENDIX C

GRANTS-IN-AID AND CONTRACTSFEDERALLY SUPPORTED

Principal investigator
and,department

Ahluwalia, Balwant
Ob.-Gyn.

Titie of grant ahd number

fNotioriol Institutes of Hialth

Interrelationships between.retinol and male gonads -
RPG 1741 (5R01-HD-06045-04)

Project
period

5/1/72
7/31/75

Direct COsia Y

Administratively extended
without addition.,I funds

NA Ashe, Warren K. General research support grant - RPG 470-M 1/1/75 - $161.250

Administration (5501-RR0536-14) 12/31/75

Costello, Leslie C. Surgical stress effects on citrate reguladon 9/1/70 - 25.000

Physiology RPG 1541 45R01-6M-17960-051 . .4/30/76

Costello, Leslie C, Prostate citrate metabolism - RPG 1996 511/74 - 22,407

Physiology (5R01-HD-08420-02) 4/30/77

la Curry, Charles L Studies in clinical cardiology: Emphasis hypertension 5/1/74 6156,581

Medicine - RPG 2001 (5R01-HL-16531-02) 4/30r7

D Hawthorne, Edward W. Hypertension and laft ventricular hypertroPhy 9/1/72 71,941

Physiology RPG 94 (5R01-HL-01015-24) 8/31/75

Jackson, Marvin A. Characterization of prostatic carcinoma among 10/1/73 - 6112,431

Pathology blacks - RPG 1928 (5R26-CA-15448-02,) 9/30/78

D Leak, Lee V. The lymphatic system in health and in inflammation 5 28,485

Anatomy . RPG 1839 (5R01-A110639-05) 5/31/78

LeakfLee V. Lymphatic capillaries in early inflammation RPG 1/1/71 41,923

Ana my 1685 (SROI-HL-13901-05) 12/31/75

Morris, Harold B. Induction-cherecterization minimal deviation 2/1/73 $178,086 1
Biochemistry hepatomas RPG 1325 (5R01-CA-10729-08) 1/31/78

Pradhen, S.N. Influence of central nerious system on oncogenesis - 6/1/71 . $ 20,911

Pharmacology RPG 1629 (5R01-CA-11982-05I 5/31/76

. Scott, Roland B. Comprehensive SickloCell Disease Center - RPG 6/1/72 - $411,237

Pediatrics ITU (5P18-HL:15160-04) 3/31/77

D Tanaka:Duke Development of frontal lobe connections in the 6/1/75 - S. 28,299

Ammon* dogeRPG 2167 1 R01-N$046401) 5/31/76

D Turner, Blair H. Anatomy of visuo - and somatomotor behaviors 6/1/74 $ 16,565

Anatomy *PG - 2010 (5R01-MH-25495-02) - NIMH 5431/77

D West, William L. Irradiation and..tissue localization response 2/1/72 . Administratively extended

Pharmacology RPG 14(13 (5R01-CA-11491-06) 6/30/75 without additional funds

White, Jack E. Howard University cancer core grant RPG 1933 10/1/73 $200:000

Surgery (5P01-CA-14718-02) 9/30/76

JP

.1



Principal investigator
and department

1) Walters, Curia S.
-*Medicine

D Addy, Marian E.
Biochemistry

D AUstin, W. Lena
Microbiology

D Chakrabarti, Siba G.
Dermatology

D Oian, Ann Soo
Anatomy

D Cruce; William, L.R.
.Anatomy

D, ,Moolenaar, Gwen-Marie
Physiology

D Rhoads, Allan R.
Biochemistry

D Royal, George
Microbiology

Trouth, C. Ovid
Physiology

Fischman, Eugene J.
Medicine

-Hawthorne, Edward W.
Physiology

Herson, Jay
Community Health
Practice

I Sheagren, John N,
'Medicine

"Amount Originally awarded

85

GRANTS-1N-AID AND CONTRACTSFEDERALLY SUPPORTED

Proiect

PeriodTitle of vent and number

Immunological reattlons to haptens on autologous 4/1/75 -
carriers - RPG 2152 (7R01-AI-13122-01) 3/31/76

(National Science Foundation)

Chemical evolution of proteins: stereo-selectivity
of amino acids - RPG 2052 (GB-44323)

611/74 -
2/29/76

A compwative study of ascospore wall ontogeny
6/in neurospôra and gelasinospora RPG 2053 2/219/7/476

(GB-44324)

Purification of dermal chalone (HES75-09028) 6/1/75 -
2/28/77

Ultrastructure and function of the ultimobranchial 6/1/75
gland of the chicken (HyrS75-09030)

Intraneuronal markers for electron microscopy
RPG 2165 (8MS75-09643)

Electrophysiological study of the neurons of the
Raphe complex - RPG 2054 (GB-44325)

Chromatographic separation and purification of
cyclic 3', 5' nucleotide phosphodiesterases on
ffinity columns (8MS75-16751)

Production of antibody-related factors in the
Blaberus Craniifer (HES 75-09029)

',Localization of central chemoreceptors for
respiratory and vasomotor control (HES 75-09024)

2/28/77

5/15/75 -
10/31/77

6/1/74 -
2/29/76

5/1/75 -
10/31/77

6/1/75 -
2/28/77

7.

Direct costs - FY 75

$ 31,455

'1(812,107)

(S19.247)

$ 14,225

$ 13,300

$ 48,220

(817,770)

$ 14,136

$ 12,930

8/1/75 $ 19,877
2/28/77

(National Aeronautics and Space Administration)

investigations of non-invasive ECG system RPG 2099 9/1/74
(NG R 09-011-055) 8/31175

Prolonge5'space flight (300+ days) .and cardiac
performance in chimpanzees - RPG 1340
(NGL05-011-017)

Investigations of MIMS application - RPG 2098
(NSG 5016)

1/15/75 -
1/4/76

9/1/74 -
8/31/75

(National Institute on Drug Abuie)

Infection and immunity in drus abusers - RPG 2168 5/1/7P
(1ROI.DAOI02601) 4/30/78

these active projects: no additional funds were 'ed in FY 1975.

91

14,922

$ 85,000

S 19,189

$ 78,015



Principal investigator
and department

D Nandedkar, Arvind &
.Friedberg, Felix

Brusick, David J.
Microbiology

Hussains, S. Taseer

Anatomy

Rosser, Pearl L.

Pediatrics

Principal Investigator
and department

Curry, Charles L.
Medicine

Curry, Charles )
Medicine

Jones, George W. &
Jackson, Aaron G.
Surgery

D :442;' 4:41
, .Dermatol

Kenney, John A.
Dermatology

86

GRANTS-IN-AID AND CONTRACTSFEDERALLY SUPPORTED

Title of grant and number

(Environmental Protection Agency)

Radioimmunoassay of metallothionein RPG 2071
(R803201-01)

Proiect
period

6/24/74
6/23/76

(Food end Drug Administration)

Host-mediated studies of carcinogenic and mutagenic 9/1/73 -
compounds- RPG 1920 (5R01-FD-00521-02) ci8/31/75

( (Smithsonian Institution)

Cenozoic mam

.

mals of Pakistan' 6/24/75 -
6/29/76

WHEW, Office of Child D ent)

Study of family style and interaction's +NI external 6130/75 -

institutions RPG 2079 (90-C-259) 1,. , 6/29/76

. RESEARCH GRANTS: NON-FEDERAL

'Grantor

Eli Lilly Company.

Title of grant and number

The long-term study of dobutamine in
patients with chronic congestive failure
or myocardial infarction with failure -
RPG 2087 (5747/D30)

Evaluation of anti-hypertensive drug Upjohn Company

guanadrel sulfate - RPG 1999

(G(1.1-28-288D))

Direct costs FY 75

$ 32,024

S 18,721

($25,439)

$ 79,861

Project Direct costs
period FY 75

4/1174 *(529,418)

4/1174 *(514,606)

A clinical study-of cinoxacin for Eli Lilly Company 6117)5 -

safety and efficacy in the therapy of 5/31/76

urinary tract infections caused by
susceptible Vam-negative organisms
RPG 2176 cl`

a

Double-blind parallel comparative American Hoechst

study: tinea versicolor patients. Company
cutaneous candidiasis patients, tinea
corporis patients RPG 2150

Total depigmentation in vjtiligo
RPG 1244

D
Kenney, John A. Pseudofollicillitis barbae:A double-

Dermatology blind study of retio-a cream -
RPG 2103

, 'Amount originally aimtrded thew active protects: no additional funds WV. awarded In FY 1975

4/3/75

Paul B. Elder Company 1/10/75

a.

Johnson and Johnson 5/30/75

I.

9

$2,843

S9,792

51,500

$500



hincipal investigator
and department

, D Kenhey, John A.
Dermatology

D Kenney, John A.
Dermatology

Parker, Richard H.
Medicine

D Garvey, H Lloyd
Pharmacolbgy

D Simmon;,_ Robert L.
Surgery

D Sussman, Bernard J.
Surgers,

Henson. Day;d B.

Biochemistry

D Kenney, John A.
Der,matology

Suran, Anita
Pharrnecology

D Archer. Juanita A.
Medicine

D Booker, MIter M.
Pharmacology

f
Medicine

NA Eooker, Waiter M.
Phar.nocologs

87

RESEARCH GRANTS: NON-FEDERAL

4 Title of grant and number

The clincal comparis'on of the kenalog
criam of Squib and the new valerate
cream of the Schermg Company -
RPG 1334

A phase II study of a depigmenting
compound RPG 2102

Gantrisin-trimethropin in the trr;at-
ment of chronic urinary tract
infections RPG 1805 ...

Relationship between sleep depriva-
tion and cardiovascular diseases -
FTPG 2059

Evaluation of induced electro-
negativity as a local anti-coagulant
of prOsthetic heart valves RPG 1952

Oxygen, CO2 and pH in CSF and
related CNS compartments -
RPG 1834

Comparative study of structural protein
of erythrocyte ghosts *normal and
Abnormal blood - RPG11921

Investigations in vitiligo RPG 171

Effects of purine metabolities on
brain cyclic adenyl acid: possible
behavioral correlates - RPG 2149

Evaluation of insulin receptors in man
RPG 2135,

The effects of aldactone, SC 26714
and SC 23902 on the anesthetized
and awake dog carotid sinus reflex
response and acute hypertension: and
on the blood pressure of conditioned
rats - RPG 1938

Hypei tonsion induLM in or.,1 Con
traceptive users RPG 2164

Fur support of resew t:h and teaching
programs in pharmacology RPG 1432

41%1.

Project Direct
Grantor period FY 75

E.R. Squibb and Sons. Inc. 1/1C:74

Westwood Pharmaceuticals 215/75 S72G
Company

Hof f man- LaRoche 3/172
Company

Washington Heart 7/1/74 S5,550
Association 6/30175

Washington Heart 12/1173 (S9,600,
Association .6/30/75

Washington Heart. 7/1/73 - (S6,320 4
Association 3/31/75

National Foundation - 9/1/73 - $14,300
March of Dimes 8/31/75

Vitiligo Foundation, The 8/1/74 $2,600
Frontiers of Amehca

cottish Rite Schizophrenia 3/1/72 $2,837
Reseatch Program 2/28/76

American Diabetes AssoCia-
tion, Inc.

5/6175 $5.000

Searle Laboratories 10/1;73 S15.850

,Ortho Research Founoation 5/1:75 S7.4

Hoffman.LaRoche Founda
tion

10/15/72 S8,005

Arnatint or 1.1in.i;ly amsrdc..1 these 4ctive'projects; no addinun.d undS watre aavades.1 on FY 1975

93



NA

Principal investigator
and department

Garvey, H. Lloyd
Pharmacology

Kenney, John A.
Dermatology

'Winn, Marion &
Ashe, Mere!! K.
Administration

Miller, Russell L.
NA Medicine

NA Scott, B.

Center f ickle
Cell Disc e

1111

Scott. Roland B.
Center for Sickle
Cell Disease

88

RESEARCH GRANTS: NON-FEDERAL

Title of grant and number

Studies on the etiology, mechanism
s.(md therapy of cardiovascular diseases -

RPG 1979 (718999X)

Austin, Kenneth A.
eszs Medicine

Dillard, Martin G.
Medicine

Eldadah, Adrian H.
Cornmun4y Health
Practice

NA

NA

NA

Friedberg, Felix
Biochemistry

For the use of research and educational
efforts - RPG 1015

The Andrew Mellon Foundation Grant
to the College of Medicine - RPG 1962

SuciPort of research and teaching
activities in clinical pharmacology -

RPG 2123

Howard University Center for Sickle
Cell Disease Research - RPG 2101

Grantor

Sinsheimer Fund

Duke Laboratory Founda-
.bon. Inc.

-I. t- 41I

Ph8ject..

period'
Direct costs

F Y 75

6/1/73 $S.000

9/23/60 S7.630

Andrew.W. Mellon .1./1.74
Foundation

Hoffman-LaRoche Founda. 1-1/13174, 55.000
tion

United Black Fund. Inc. 7/1/74' $83,750

Investigation of clinical aspects of John A. Hartford Founda.
sickle cell anemia - RP-.3 1655 (74036) bon

CONTRACTS: RESEARCII, TRAINING AND
HEALTH CARE (SERVICE) DELIVERY

Comprehensive care program for
arthritis - RPG 2089 (C-058)

End stage renal disease outpatient
dialysis program RPG 2105

A study to dtritermine the feasibility
of developing a school orpublic health
in a predominantly minoray university

Chemical effects of ionizing radiation
on individual amino acids within intact
and pure protein molecules - RPG 434
(AT40-1 4183)

Funderburk, WAliam W.
Ste gery

The correlation of molecular yirology
studies to diagnosis of breast cancer -
RPG 1994 (N01CF-43287)

Hackney, Robert L., Jr. Early detection of COPD - RPG 2125
Medicine

7171 550,143
1031,75

Metropolitan Washington 10 1/74
Regional Medical Program 9/30/75

Metropolitan Washington 12;20/74-
Regional Medical Program 6130/75

Health Resources Admin.
istration, DHEW

6/30/75

r

Atomic Energi Commi;Sion 3/135 -
7/29/76

National Cancer Insti. 3/7 71
tute, NIH 212917G

Metropolitan Washireiton 10/1/74
Regional Medical Program 9/30/7)

'Amount originally awarded these active oroiects. no addifionai funds were ainearded in FY 1975

9 4

S88,333

S18,5.18

S61,200

SB,450

$24,372

$46296



NA

NA

NA

Principal investigator
and departrNent

Hastincl, Ald
Phys:CO ?i:eLg':Ne &

Rel-atrl.tat.on

*shloperc:,

Curn-7unity,flealth
Pr..ctce

Jack E.

Cenze- .

NA Wood, Doi H.
Neurv!osy

Wood, DoN H
NA

Necrology

.,

-

89

CONTRACTS: RESEARCH, TRAINING AND
HEALTH CARE (SERVICE) DELIVERY

Tids of grant and number -Grantor

I.

Grant Direct Costs
Period PT 1975-

al iDemointrat.on ot cancer rehabi:itation Nation Cancer Institue. 6/30/75
facilitts and!or departments NIH
IN01-CN.S53(0)

Hyperwns.on E.iocaton Project .
RPG 2158

CoMprelynsiye Cancer Cen:er Com-
munications Nev.orIONOI-Ct4.5522.01

A study o0 prognosis after stroke.'
RPG 204? (N01-NS-4-2328)

c Stroke day care center program -

RPd 2115 (AR.711-09.1Q1

Community Group Hcan 9/1/74
Foundation. Inc. 8/31,76

,Nctonal C.Incer
NIH

National Institute of
Neurologcat Dis,:as0

Stroke,NIH

Win:MA:UM W4T91!;ton
Regional Medical Provam

,

$400,585

612

6/30175 85,259

6/10/74 91,236
6/27/75

10t1/74 106,481
9/30/75



SIDDIARY

Distribution of,Resear-ch
Projects in the Howard University
College of Medicine, 1974-75i by.

Disciplinary.Nature

Disciplinary Nature.

Disoiplinary '0

Interdisciplinaiy.

MUltidlaciplinary

Not-applicable,

Total

Number

tet

8

4

6

61

,

.1

Amount of Funding

$853,085

8364,788

88#6,249

. g$360 695

$2,458,817
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APPENDIX D

Membership of the Inspection Team

DHEW Participants.,"

41

for.. Preston Valien - Director, College and UniversitykUnit, Bureau of
Ttstsecondary Education, USOE (Director of the Inspection)

Dr. William Bennett
-of Medicine, Bureau
(Co-director of the

Dr. Louis J. Venuto,
the Inspection)

- Chief, Institutional Resources BranchDivision
of'Health Manpower, Health Resources Administration
Inspection)

College and University Unit,-USOE (Coordinator of

Mr. J. C. Breiby Office of Architectural and Engineering Services - DREW V

Ms. Susan Croll USOE, Region III

Mr. John Donahue -

.Mr. Henry Drennan

Dr. William Martin

CommUhity Seryices and Continuing Education, USOE

- Office of Libraries and Learning Resources, USOE

- Division-of International Education, USOE

Ms. Dorothy Parker - College and University Unit, USOE

Mr. Richard Sonnergren - Assistant to the Deputy Commissioner for
Postseicondary Education, USOE

Ms. Carol:J. Smith - College and University Unit, USOE

Medical Consultants

Dr. Roberi Bucher, M.D. - Professor of-Suigery, College of Medicine, 4

University of%South Alabama, Mobile, Alabama (Chairmaa of Medfral
Consultants Inspection Team)

Dr. Jacqdelyne J. Jackson, Associate Professor of Medical Sociology,
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina

Dr. Edgar E. Smith, Ph.D.,Provost, University of Massachusetts Medical
School, Worcester, Massachusetts

L.
.

.

Dr. George Ly'è4-icott, M.D. Center for Health Sciences, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin

.

Dr. Bernard J. Bridges, M.D. - Member, Composite Board of Medical Examiners,
State of Georgia; Attending Faculty, Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia
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